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ABSTRACT 

Crosstalk in the readout channel of a data storage system is obtained by a linear 

decomposition of the reflected field from the optical disk according to Babinet's prin

ciple. Crosstalk is the jitter introduced into the readout signal. Also, the formation 

of the exit pupU irradiance is described heuristically as the combination of fields in a 

three beam interferometer resulting from the Babinet decomposition of the reflected 

disk field. Three detector patterns result. The properties of the detector patterns 

are affected by media parameters. The media parameters are the reflectivity function 

of the disk and the depths of the tracking grooves. The detector patterns are also 

affected by the aberrations introduced into the read laser beam. 

This dissertation provides a complete description of crosstalk and the detection 

process in optical data storage systems. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

As the requirement for the data density of optical disks increases, the spacing of the 

region between the data tracks, which contain the marks, decreases. The decrease of 

the area between the tracks, also known as lands, results in increased interaction of 

the tails of the focused spot with adjacent marks, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The 

interaction of the focused spot with adjacent tracks affects the distribution of light in 

the exit pupil of the data storage system, which affects the detection process, resulting 

in distortion of the electronic readout signal. This is adjacent-track crosstalk. In this 

dissertation, adjacent-track crosstalk is referred to as simply crosstalk. 

The crosstalk in the readout signal is quantified in two ways. The first way 

is the measiirement of crosstalk ratio (XTR) [Bouwhuis, 1986], where the readout 

signal amplitude for scanning adjacent marks /B is compared with the readout signal 

amplitude for scanning on-track marks I A, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2 . The value of 

XTR is 

X T R  = 20logio^. (1.1) 

The second quantifiable measurement of crosstalk is the jitter introduced into the 

readout signal [Milster and Upton, 1999]. Figure 1.3 is a schematic that defines 

jitter. As part of the detection process, a reference clock is synchronized with the 

readout signal. The shift of the signal transition from the center of the timing window 

is termed edge shift. The period of the clock is determined by the coding used to 

write and read data to and from the optical disk. There is inherent jitter in the 

readout signal that arises firom mark irregularities and inter-symbol interference with 

neighboring marks in the scan track. The result of the inherent jitter is edge shift 
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TOP VIEW SIDE VIEW 

Adjacent 
track 

Scan 
track 

Readout 
spot 

Groove 
depth 

Readout spot 

FIGURE 1.1. A schematic showing the origin of crosstalk as result 
of the tails of the focused light spot interacting with the adjacent 
data track. The optical disk illustrated has a land-groove format, 
where data is written in both the lands and grooves. 

(b) 

O 

FIGURE 1.2. The crosstalk ratio 
I^IoqxqIB11A is measured via a two step pro
cess. (a) The readout signal modulation for 
the on-track scanning is measured (/A); (b) 
The modulation for the off-track scanning is 
measured (/B). 
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FIGURE 1.3. The ideal readout signal, IBASE contains an edge shift 
AJ from the center of a timing window, which is inierent jitter. The 
effect of the crosstalk is to increase the edge shift to Aj Ax. 
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of the signal transition from the center of the timing window by an amount Aj. 

Interaction of the focused spot with adjacent-track marks results in additional edge 

shift Ax. The total edge shift is Aj -h Ax. 

Since XTR and jitter increases sis the spot gets larger relative to the track pitch 

spacing, a useful Ludication of relative crosstalk is the ratio of the 1/e^ spot size s to 

the track pitch p of data tracks, 

R = - .  (1-2) 
P 

The higher R is the greater the crosstalk in the absence of any crosstalk cancellation 

schemes. 

Figure 1.4 is a schematic of the optical system used for analysis in this dissertation. 

It is similar to the optical systems used in compact disk (CD) and digital versatile disk 

(DVD) devices. The light from a laser diode source is circularized and collimated, then 

focused onto the optical disk by the objective lens to form a focused light spot. The 

spot interacts with the micron-sized data features on the disk, after which the reflected 

light is re-collimated by the objective lens. The stop of the sj'stem is adjacent to the 

objective lens. The light in the collection pupil is relayed to the exit pupil, where 

electronic detectors are placed. The irradiance distribution of the light field in the 

exit pupil is referred to as the detector pattern, which consists of interference fringes 

that result from the combination of light fields reflected from the disk. The properties 

of the detector pattern are important for understanding the detection process in data 

storage and for understanding crosstalk. 

Various data detection and detector pattern models are proposed in the litera

ture [Hopkins, 1979, Bouwhuis, 1986, Gerber, 1998, Goodman and Mansuripur, 1996, 

Braat, 1998]. However, these models either describe the detector patterns resulting 

from only one-dimensional phase gratings, or they discuss the properties of the data 

storage readout signal T\4th little attention to the properties of the detector patterns. 

In this dissertation, a complete understanding of crosstalk and a description of 
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FIGURE 1.4. A schematic oF the data storage system. Light emitted from a laser 
source is collimated and then Ebcused onto a spinning optical disk by a high numerical 
aperture objective lens. The reflectivity is modified by the disk features and is 
recollimated by the objective Lens. The reflected light at the stop is imaged to the 
exit pupil, where it is integrsted by a detector located there to form the readout 
signal z(i). The readout sigrual varies as a function of time due to the changes in 
reflectivity as the optical dislc rotates. 
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the detector patterns for scanning two-dimensional mark structures is presented. The 

description of the detector patterns and crosstalk is based on a linear decomposition 

of the field reflected by the disk according to Babinet's principle [Milster, 1998]. The 

linear decomposition of the field reflected from the disk allows the detector patterns to 

be heuristically described as a collection of fringes in a multiple beam interferometer. 

Therefore, the effects of media parameters and aberrations on the detector patterns 

are described in terms of their effects on the fringes that make up the detector pat

terns. Crosstalk is analyzed by considering the effects of the detector patterns on the 

readout signal. 

1.1 Dissertation Content 

Chapter 2 provides a two-part background discussion. The first part is a background 

of adjacent-track crosstalk and crosstalk cancellation. The second part is background 

of the modeling of the detection process in data storage. Chapter 3 discusses the 

high-NA scalar diSraction formalism in detail that is used to describe the detection 

process for this disertation. Chapter 3 also includes a section discussing the diffraction 

software program used to simulate the scanning of optical disks, as well as an outline 

of the properties of the fast Fourier transform. Chapter 4 is a mathematical treatment 

of crosstalk and related detector patterns. Chapter 5 describes the effects of crosstalk 

on the readout signal. Chapter 6 presents the dependence of the detector pattern 

modulation for different media parameters. Chapter 6 also contains the details and 

discussion of an experiment to cancel crosstalk with a quadrant cell detector placed in 

the data storage exit pupil. Chapter 7 discusses the effects of the primary aberrations 

on the detector patterns. Chapter 8 presents the conclusions and summary of the work 

and analysis in this dissertation as well as suggestions for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

This chapter is a two-part discussion. In the first part, the background of crosstalk 

and crosstalk cancellation in optical data storage systems is discussed. In the second 

part, the background of modeling detector patterns is discussed. 

2.1 Crosstalk and Crosstalk Cancellation 

Optical data storage from the early 1980's to the turn of the twenty first century 

advanced considerably, such that modem phase-change optical disks can contain up 

to 5.2GB of data on 12cm diameter disks [ECMA, 1998], and modern magneto-optical 

disks can contain 5GB of data on 13.5cm diameter disks [Mansuripur, 1995]. Disk 

capacity obtained substantial growth over the last few decades, and it is clear that 

the demand for greater storage capacity is increasing rather than slowing down. One 

of the limiting factors to capacity is the size of the focused spot irradiance on the 

data layer. That is, capacity oc 1/s^, where s is the focused spot diameter. For a 

typical optical data storage system, the full-width-at-l/e^ spot size is approximately. 

Therefore, capacity can be increased by decreasing the wavelength of light and/or 

increasing the NA. Current DVD-RAM systems use a laser diode source with A = 

0.65//m and focusing optics with NA = 0.6. With the invention of the blue laser 

diode by Nichia Chemical Industries Ltd, wavelengths of 0.405^tm are now real

ized [Nakamura, 1991]. This blue wavelength can give roughly a 40% increase in 

capacity. Capacity can also be increased by increasing NA with solid immersion 

lenses [Milster, 2000]. Capacities of 20GB per disk are achievable with solid immer

sion lens systems. 
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FIGURE 2.1. Three focused spots on the optical disk. Spot 
A is focused on the scan-track, spot B is focused on adjacent-
track 1 and spot C is focused on adjacent-track 2. The readout 
signals from spots B and C are used to cancel crosstalk. 

A third way to increase data density is to decrease the track pitch. The ratio R of 

spot size to track pitch has increased from R = 1.07 for CD-ROM in 1982 to R= 1.38 

for DVD-RAM phase change disks currently in use. As R increases, the focused light 

spot increasingly spills over to the adjacent data tracks, which introduces crosstalk 

into the readout signal [Bouwhuis, 1986, Milster and Upton, 1999]. Therefore, to 

increase data capacity by increasing R, the adjacent track crosstalk must be canceled 

in order to maintain the fidelity of the readout data signal. 

Several crosstalk cancellation schemes have been devised and implemented. Kayanuma 

et al. [Kayanuma at al., 1990] investigated a three beam crosstalk cancellation scheme, 

as shown in Fig. 2.1. Three beams are bought to focus on the optical disk. The radial 

distance between spots is equal to the track pitch p. The tangential spot separation 

is a multiple clock period times the linear velocity of the disk. Spot A is centered 

on the data track, while the two outlying spots contain adjacent track data. The 
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FIGURE 2.2. The readout signals from spots A and B, za and ie,  are delayed 
by tap delay lines. The signals from spot B and C are scaled in amplitude by 
K and are then subtracted from to give the corrected on-track signal. 

readout signals from spots A and B are delayed using tap delay lines, then the data 

signals from spots B and C ̂ re scaled in amplitude to form a crosstalk cancellation 

signal as shown in Fig. 2.2. Kayanuma achieves crosstalk levels of -22dB for media 

data capacity of 2.2GB per square inch. The major drawbacks of this technique are 

the need for off-axis spots to generate the crosstalk cancellation signal, the require

ment for additional electronics to compensate for time delays between the spots, the 

fluctuation of the spot separation with changing wavelength of the diode laser and 

errors in positioning the outlying spots due to decenter of the optical disk. 

Kasazumi et al.  present an optical head with a co-axial dual-beam crosstalk 

canceller [Kasazumi et al., 1999] that contains a laser diode source, a quarter wave 

plate (QWP) and a polarizing phase plate (PPP) in the illumination path. It also 

contains a polarizing grating, a focusing lens and three photo detectors in the readout 
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path, as illustrated La Fig. 2.3. The light emitted by the laser diode is first linearly 

polarized, then it is made circularly polarized by the QWP. The electromagnetic wave 

emitted from the quarter wave plate contains equal amplitudes along the x and y axes 

of the experimental set up, shown in Fig. 2.3. The circularly polarized beam is then 

incident onto the PPP. The PPP introduces a phase step from 0 to TT across the beam 

into the ar-direction polarization vector component. Therefore, the x-polarization 

component beam has a phase step of TT and the Y-polarization component does not. 

When the dual co-axial beam is focused onto the disk, the x-polarized portion of 

the beam undergoes destructive interference to produce a spot with a minimum at 

the center. The unmodified y-polarization beam is focused to form a conventional 

focused gaussian laser spot, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The phase-modified spot 

has maxima that are centered on the adjacent data tracks, where the radial direction 

of the disk is in the x direction. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 

peaks for the phase modified spot are 70% of the FWHM of the un-modified spot. 

After the focused spots are reflected from the optical disk, the dual co-axial beam 

is collected in the pupil, where a polarizing grating is located that separates the co

axial beams into 0 and ± 1 diffraction orders. The 0 and dz 1 diSraction orders have 

orthogonal polarization states. That is, the ± 1 diffraction orders contain light only 

from the phase-modified spot. The field contained in the ± 1 diffraction orders are 

focused onto detectors B and C to form the crosstalk cancellation signal. The field 

contained in the 0 diffraction order is focused onto quadrant cell detector A to form 

the readout signal, focus error signal and tracking error signal. The results of this 

technique indicate em improvement in jitter by a factor of two. Kasazumi et al. also 

suggest that the dual beam co-axial method will enable an increase in data capacity 

to 15 GB per side if recording and reading are done with a 0.42 /xm blue laser diode. 

The fact that crosstalk cancellation is achieved with essentially a single focused 

spot is a clear advantage over the multiple focused spot crosstalk cancellation tech

nique. Another attractive feature of the dual co-axial beam technique is that the 
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FIGURE 2.3. A diagram of a data storage system with the co-axial crosstalk can
cellation scheme. Circularly polarized light from the laser is incident on the quarter 
wave plate (QWP) and is transmitted to the polarizing phase plate (PPP). The PPP 
modifies the rr-polarization component by introducing a TT phase step across the one 
half of the beam diameter. The modified and un-modified beams are focused onto 
the optical disk. The light then propagates to the pupil where a polarizing grat
ing dif&acts the light according to it's polarization. The phase modified light is 
diflBracted into the ±1 orders while the immodified light remains un-diffracted. The 
result is that modified light (containing the crosstalk) is focused onto detectors B 
and C while the un-modified light is focused onto detector A. 
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polarization properties of light are being utilized by the implementation of simple 

polarization optics. However, one major draw back of the dual beam axial technique 

is that effective crosstalk cancellation is highly dependent upon the form the phase-

modified focused spot. During normal laser diode operation, it is not uncommon for 

the laser diode source longitudinal modes to vary , which causes the optical wave

length to vary by as much as 5 nm. With varying wavelength, the quarter wave 

plate will not circularly polarize the laser beam correctly, neither will the polarizing 

phase plate introduce the required TT phase step across the beam. Also, the polarizing 

grating in the readout path will not optimally separate out the fields from the phase 

modified and un-modified focused spots into the 0 and ± 1 diffraction orders. Con

sequently, the separation of the maxima of the phase modified focused spot varies, 

which results in an unstable crosstalk cancellation signal. 

Another technique for the minimization of crosstalk is to record data on optical 

disks that have special geometry of grooves [Miyagawa et al., 1993], as illustrated in 

Fig. 1.1. The data marks are recorded in both the lands and grooves. The phase 

depth of the grooves is related to the physical depth of the groove d by 

(2.2) 

where n is the refractive index and A is the vacuum wavelength of the light source. 

The phase of the grooves affects the detector patterns, which in turn affect the 

readout signal. The optimum groove depth for adjacent track crosstalk reduction 

is nominally A/6 for DVD-RAM-type phase change media [Miyagawa et al., 1993] 

and magneto-optic media [Goodman and Mansuripur, 1996]. Strictly speaking, the 

optimum groove depth varies with adjacent track data density and media parame

ters. For phase change and magneto-optic media, XTR values of -35dB and -38dB 

are achievable. 

The advantage of land/groove recording is that it is relatively simple to imple

ment. There are no additional requirements for optics or signal processing electronics. 
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unlike the multiple spot and dual-beam co-ajdal spot schemes. The disadvantage of 

the land/groove recording scheme is that only one of the two crosstalk components is 

cancelled [Milster and Upton, 1999]. Lajid/groove recording leads to adequate cancel

lation (<-30(iS) for red laser-systems with track pitches over 0.75/xm, but inadequate 

(-ISdS) cancellation for track pitches less than 0.65^m[Upton and Milster, 2000]. 

Therefore, land/groove recording alone does not achieve adequate cancellation for 

high-density media. 

Crosstalk cancellation can also be achieved by placing shading bands and seg

mented detectors in the exit pupil 

[Dobashi et al., 1997, Chung et al., 1999, Upton et al., 2000]. Ideally, shading bands 

block out the modulation of the crosstalk while passing the modulation of the scan-

track detector patterns. Placement of the shading band requires knowledge of how 

the crosstalk and on-track detector patterns vary with media parameters as disk is 

scanned. In practice, it is difficult to completely cancel crosstalk with shading bands 

without severely affecting the primary data signal. 

Crosstalk cancellation has also been achieved by means of placing segmented pupil 

detectors in the exit pupil. Segmented pupil schemes include quadrant pupil detec

tion [Milster and Upton, 1999] and division of the pupil into three segments 

[Chung et al., 1999]. The segmented pupil detection schemes are similar to the shad

ing band techniques, insofar as crosstalk cancellation is achieved by utilizing the 

properties of the detector patterns. Tri-segmented pupil detection (TPD) results in 

XTR values of -40dB. Crosstalk cancellation by means of quadrant pupil detection 

(QPD) is reported by Upton et al. [Upton et al., 2000] where -30dB XTR is achieved 

for double density recorded compact disk rewritable (CD-RW) media. The advan

tage of segmented pupil detection is that crosstalk cancellation is achieved using a 

single beam, without the need for polarization optics. This simplification avoids the 

complexities in the optical head that are present in the three spot technique as well 

as the chromatic problems experienced due to the drift of the laser diode wavelength 
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during normal operation. A distinct advantage of QPD is that detection is inherently 

flexible. That is, quadrant detectors axe also used to generate tracking error signals 

for the push-pull [Marchant, 1990, Bouwhuis, 1986] and diflFerential phase detection 

techniques [Braat, 1998]. Focus error signals are often generated by means of utiliz

ing the properties of an astigmatic spot focused on the same four-segment detector. 

The major drawback of segmented pupil detection is the necessity of relatively com

plex electronics and signal processing of the detector signals to derive the crosstalk 

cancellation signal. As in the shading band technique, the properties of the detector 

patterns must be well understood in order to insure successful implementation. 

Properties of the on-track and crosstalk detector patterns and the effects of me

dia parameters and aberrations on the detector patterns must be well understood if 

effective crosstalk cancellation schemes are to be successfully developed. 

2.2 Literature related to the simulation of detector patterns 
and crosstalk cancellation 

Hopkins [Hopkins, 1979] uses a model of the readout signal from optical disks that is 

based on Fourier analysis. Hopkins describes the Fourier components of the readout 

signal. Other authors also use Hopkins' model for describing the formation of the 

readout signal[Bouwhuis, 1986, Braat, 1998]. However, Hopkins' model does not de

scribe the variation of the detector patterns for either scanning on-track or off-track, 

nor does it describe the variation of the detector patterns with media parameters. 

Braat [Bouwhuis, 1986] presents a discussion on the detector pattern from an op

tical disk whose two-dimensional marks are represented by simplified one-dimensional 

gratings, resulting in the detector pattern referred to as the baseball pattern. Gerber 

[Gerber, 1998] presents an interesting discussion on the variation of the baseball pat

tern in the presence of the primary third-order aberrations. However, neither author 

discusses the variation of the detector pattern in the presence of marks for on-track 
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or off-track scanning. Neither is there any discussion on the variation of the detector 

patterns with media parameters. Also, the detector pattern models proposed describe 

a one-dimensional model of the optical disk. 

Goodman[Goodman and Mansuripur, 1996] models the field distribution in the 

exit pupQ of a magneto-optical data storage system for on-track scanning and off-track 

scanning. The model describes the influence of groove phase on the exit pupil field 

distribution, from which the optimum groove depth for cancellation of one crosstalk 

component is calculated, also the optimum shape of a shading band for cancellation 

of this component is discussed. However, the model used to describe the exit pupil 

field distribution is based on a one-dimensional model of the optical disk. Also, all 

crosstalk components are not taken into consideration. 
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Chapter 3 

DIFFRACTION THEORY 

This Chapter describes the difiiraction model that is used to simulate the data stor

age system. Also, the diflOraction software tool used in the computer simulations is 

outlined, which includes some useful applications of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). 

3.1 High Numerical Aperture Scalar Diffraction Theory 

The propagation of wave fields in a data storage system can be well described by 

a scalar diflEraction model first developed by Shack and Harvey [Harvey, 1979], which 

outlines the diffraction of scalar waves in terms of their direction cosines. For increased 

accuracy, the polarization properties of light must be taken into account 

[Flagello et al., 1996]. However, many properties of high-NA scanning systems are 

well described using the Shack-Harvey approach, and it is the basis of the technique 

used in this dissertation. 

Figure 3.1 is a schematic showing the Cartesian coordinate system for the propa

gation of light. The source of the scalar fields is in a plane (x, y; 0). The scalar fields 

propagate to a spherical surface containing the points (x',y'-zo). If the wave field 

U(x, y; 0) on the plane (a:, y; 0) fulfills the Dirichlet boundary conditions 

[Elmore and Heald, 1969], then the number of discontinuities and maxima and min

ima are hmited in a finite interval, which allows U(x, y; 0) to be described as a Fourier 

series. The wave field at any other point U{x',y'\ ZQ), for which U{x,y;0) is a source 

of scalar waves, also fulfill the Dirichlet boimdary conditions and are also describable 
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U(x, y. 0) 

FIGURE 3.1. The propagation of the scalar 
wave from plane (a;, y; 0) to a point on a 
sphere,  (x'^y';zo),  which has radius R. 

by a Fourier series. Therefore, 

poo roo 

U{x,y;0) = / U{a, 0;O) eKp[27vi{ax +/3y)]dadP, (3.1) 
J CX3 J OO 
/oo roG 

/  U{x,y:0) exp[—2'7ri{ax -h Py)]dxdy, (3.2) 
•OO J —oo 

where x and y are wavelength normalized space variables that are Fourier conjugates 

[Papoulis, 1968] to the direction cosines a and respectively. 

The direction cosines a and ^ are related to the z direction cosine 7 by 

7 = \/l - Qr2 - ̂2. (3.3) 

The propagation of U{x, y,  0) from (x, y; 0) to {x,  y; ZQ) to form U{x, y, ZQ)  is describ-

able by use of the direction cosine spectrum[Goodman, 1996]. In direction cosine 

space, 

U{a, ZQ)  = exp[2Trijzo]U(a, /?; 0). (3.4) 

Equation (3.4) is a solution of the Helmholtz equation[Goodman, 1996]. The propa

gation of scalar waves according to Eq.(3.4) describes the behavior of a linear shift 
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invariant (LSI) system[Gaskili, 1978a], where the exponential phase factor is the di

rection cosine spectrum of the impulse response of free space. LSI systems are describ-

able in their spatial coordinate system as a convolution between the system impulse 

response and the signal incident on the system. For propagating scalar waves de

scribed by Eq. (3.4), this convolution is the Fourier transform of Eq. (3.4), which is 

described by Eq. (3.5). 

poo roo 
U(x' ,y;zo)^ / U{x,y-0)h{x'-  x ,y '-  y; zo)dxdy, (3.5) 

J OO J OO 

where 

/

OO roo 

/  exp[27rz7Zo] exp[27rz(Q;x -h I3y)]dad^. (3.6) 
•OO •/ —OO 

Harvey[Harvey, 1979] shows that h{x'  — x,y'  — y; ZQ) is well represented by a scalar 

spherical wave that is direction weighted by the z direction cosine 7. Therefore, 

. r - '  -  •  e x p [ 2 7 r f ]  
h{x -  x,y —y ,ZO) =-i j  :: (3./) 

r 

The exact form of Eq. (3.7) has been calculated by Weyl [Weyl, 1919]. Figure 3.1 

shows that f is the distance between (x, y,; 0) and (x', y',; zq). Therefore f is, 

f = yj{x'  - xY + (y' - y)2 -I- zl- (3.8) 

R is given by, 

R = (3.9) 

Now, making the assumption that the region of the initial scalar wave disturbance at 

(rc, y, 0) is much smaller than i2, Eq. (3.8) can be re-expressed by use of the Binomial 

expansion formula to give 

+ + (3.10) 
R 2R 
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where W represents the wavelength normahzed higher-order expansion terms. There

fore, 

h{x'  -x,y '-  y-zo) = -iX exp [2%i{R -  t  ^ (gn) 
R R 2R 

where r in the denominator is approximated by R. The fractions x'/R and y'/R are 

explicitly the x and y direction cosines a and /?, respectively. Therefore, 

Q 2 
h(x'  — x,y'  — y; ZQ) = —z-X exp \2TRI{R — ax — Py + ^^)]- (3.12) 

R 2R 

The higher order expansion terms can be grouped together in the same way polyno

mials are grouped to form the wave front aberrations of a propagating wave. In fact 

Shack and Harvey[Harvey and Shack, 1978] have shown that propagating wave fields 

have intrinsic phase aberrations in the absence of extrinsic aberrations introduced by 

an optical system. The effect of these aberrations in data storage systems is very 

small[Milster, 1999] and are therefore excluded from this discussion. 

Substituting Eq. (3.12) into Eq. (3.5) results in the form of the scalar field at the 

point {x' ,y ':zo),  

/

OO roo 

/  U{x,y-
•OO •/ —oo 

0) 
. exp[27rz^] , + r c. ~ 

-i"( ^ exp[7rz :  ] exp[—27rz(Qrx 4- py)\ 
R R 

dxdy. 

(3,13) 

Equation (3.13) can be simplified by the grouping together of terms to form a scalar 

Huygens wavelet, 

- N • exppTTz"^] 
S{x, y; j)  = -27 ^ . (3.14) 

R 

The quadratic phase in Eq. (3.13) is neglible for data storage systems. Equation 

(3.13) is rewritten, 

/

OO nOO 
/ C/(x,y;0)5(rc,y;7)exp[-27ri(ax-f-^?/)]dfdy. (3.15) 

•OO J —OO 
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Figure 1.4 is a schematic of a data storage system that uses a focused spot to scan 

micron-sized features on a spinning optical disk. A laser is first collimated and passed 

through a beam splitter. An objective lens focuses the light onto the disk, which 

contains nearly concentric tracks of data marks. The reflected light is modulated as 

the spot scans over the mark pattern due to the difference in reflectivity between 

the marks and the lands. The reflected light passes back through the objective lens 

ajid is directed toward the detector by the beam splitter. Figure 1.4 shows a relay 

telescope^, which images the stop (the limiting aperture of the system) onto the 

detector. The detector transforms the light modulation into current modulation, 

which is then processed electronically to produce a digital data stream. 

The detection process is described using Eq. (3.15). The detection process is 

described in two parts. First, the collimated light in the stop is focused onto the disk. 

Mathematically, 

/

oo roo r 

/ • •oo J —oo L*-
0) exppTTzXai -I- Py)]dadP, (3.16) 

L5(£,y; 7). 

where OoisKi^^y) is the focused spot on the disk and 0/£,/,(Q;,/?) is the collimated 

light field in the stop, which is also the illumination pupil. The mark pattern is repre

sented by a scalar reflectivity function CR{x,y). The resulting disk/spot interaction 

UDisK{S:,y) is the product of the focused spot and the reflectivity function 

UoiSKii^y) = C[i{x^y)ODisK{p:Ty). (3-17) 

The second part of the data detection process is the propagation of UoiSKii^v) to 

the collection pupil. From there, the telescope relays the collection pupil fields to the 

detector in the exit pupil. A linear scaling factor relates the collection pupil irradiance 

to the exit pupil irradiance. Therefore, the mathematical description of the detection 

^In commercial devices, the relay telescope is not present. The relay telescope is import«int so 
that our conceptual development is with respect to light modulation in a plane conjugate to the 
stop. 
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process is well described in the collection pupil. The resulting collection pupil field is 

/

CO roo 
/  UoisKii,  y)S{x, y; 7) exp[-27r2(ax + Py)]dxdy. (3.18) 

•00 J —00 

By representing the two-dimensional Fourier transform operation as FF and the two-

dimensional inverse Fourier transform operation as FF^^, Eq. (3.16) and Eq, (3.18) 

are re-written as 

OrLL{oL,P) 
ODisK{i,y) = FF~^ (3.19) 

S{x,y:-f)  

Ocoll{ol,^) = FF[ODiSK{i,y)CR{x,y)S{x,y-r{)]. (3.20) 

Substitution of Eq. (3.19) into Eq. (3.20) and use of the convolution theorem for 

Fourier transforms results in 

OcoLLioc,^) = OiLLioi,  0) *-kCii(a,  /3),  (3.21) 

which is a two-dimensional convolution between the illuminating field 0/£,/,(a,/?) 

and the direction cosine Fourier transform of the disk scalar reflectivity, CR^OL,^). 

Equation (3.21) can also be written as 

/

OO poo 

/  0 ')diLL{oi p')da'dp' .  (3.22) 
•00 J —00 

3.2 Diffraction Computer Tool 

This section is an outline of the diflBraction and scanning software tool used in this 

dissertation. This section also includes some discussion about the properties of the 

fast Fourier transform (FFT). 

The computer simulations of the detection process in the data storage system are 

achieved using a MATLAB-based program called Optiscan[Milster, 1997]. Optiscan 

has a graphical user interface (GUI) that enables the user to directly input optical 

modules, set their parameters, and conduct a computer simulation of a scanning 
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FIGURE 3.2. A schematic of the data storage system in the Optiscan graphical user 
interface (GUI) environment. The symbols are labeled. The flow of data proceeds 
from the laser source to the collection lens. 

system. For example, the data storage system in Fig. 1.4 can be represented in the 

Optiscan GUI work space shown in Fig. 3.2. The optical modules in the GUI 

window are the source, the focusing lens, three disk objects ajid the collection lens. 

Other modules that appear are arrow links, save fields, restore fields and the disk 

scan operator. These other modules contribute in the computer simulation of the 

disk being scanned by serving as computer operators. 

3.2.1 The Source 

The source is set up as a TEMQQ gaussian laser source with the 1/e^ irradiance point 

bounded by the stop of the system. The leiser source at the illumination pupil, in 

direction cosine space, is represented as 

8Q§ 
exp 

27rz 
"A 

9 (3.23) 
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FIGURE 3.3. A profile plot of the TEMQQ mode gaussian source 
field in the stop. 

where 0/£,£,(a,/?) is the illumination field in the stop, R is the radius of curvature of 

the gaussian light field in the stop, (?i»o is the peak power (in Watts) of the laser light 

field, tto is the numerical aperture of the focusing lens and 0 is the retardation phase. 

As the gaussian field propagates, the form of the field changes in accordance with the 

gaussian-wave-field relations.[Gaskill, 1978b, Kessler and Shack, 1992, Shack, 1999]. 

Figure 3.3 is a profile plot of the TEMQQ gaussian beam at the laser source. The 

source has a full-width-at-l/e^ irradiance of 4mm and has a wavelength of 0.65^tm. 

In the simulations, the source is set up with 100 sample points across the aperture. 

3.2.2 Focusing Optics 

The next step is to focus the source to the disk and form the focused spot that reads 

data. The focusing action is accomplished by the optic module. Correct use of the 
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optic module involves setting correct wave propagation algorithms and the first order 

properties La the lens editor. 

The source is placed in the entrance pupil of the optic and the wave fields axe 

propagated to the exit pupil by the ABCD matrix method[Walther, 1995]. Then, the 

wave fields are focused onto the disk using the high-NA algorithm, which is based 

on the formalism developed in Section 3.1. The high-NA algorithm uses the FFT, 

which requires that the sampling of the field in the illumination pupU is specified. 

The sampling of the illumination field affects the sampling of the focused spot on 

the disk. Section 3.2.6 discusses the sampling issues in detail, and for the purposes 

of this section a result from Section 3.2.6 is borrowed. The relationship between the 

sampling of the field in the illumination pupil (Aa) and the sampling on the optical 

disk (Ax) are related via the expression 

Arc = (3.24) 

where A is the illimiination wavelength and N is the number of points in the FFT. This 

number is typically 2^. For the simulation work in this dissertation, N is typically 9. 

The Optiscan optic module contains a lens editor, in which the first order optical 

properties of the scanning system can be input. A scanning system that is free 

of aberration is modeled by five surfaces in the lens editor. The surfaces are, the 

object plane, the stop, optical surface 1, optical surface 2 and the image surface. 

The parameters input into the lens editor for each of the surfaces are affected by 

the diameter of the collection pupil {D) and the required numerical aperture of the 

scanning system. Figure 3.4 is a schematic of the first order optical system that 

Optiscan uses to model the scanning system. Table 3.1 contains the parameters 

used in the simulations of the optical system. The radius of curvature of optical 

surface 2 is also the effective focal length of the focusing optics and is calculated by, 

R = , , , ,y (3.25) 
tan (arcsm (a;o)) 
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Object 
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Image 
Surface 

Surface 1 
Optical 
Surface 2 

FIGURE 3.4. The 5 surface optical system used by Optiscan to 
model the focusing and collection optics in the data storage system. 

TABLE 3.1. The Table of Optiscan first order properties that are used for modeling 
the focusing optics in the data storage system. 

Distance (d) Radius of Curvature 

Object Surface = oo oo 

Stop d2 = 0 CO 

Optical Surface 1 II o
 

oo 

Optical Surface 2 ^4 = 2.667 2.667 

Image Surface 0 CO 
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where oro is the desired nirmerical aperture of the focusing lens. For the parameters 

in Table 3.1, OTQ = 0.6. 

3.2.3 Disk Objects 

Three disk objects are shown in Fig. 3.2. The disk objects correspond to the back

ground reflection, the desired on-track reflection and the undesired off'-track reflection, 

respectively, which are more completely described in Chapter 4. For the purposes of 

this section, it is only important to understand that the three reflections are necessary 

for a complete description of crosstalk. Each disk object is a two-dimensional binary 

matrix with approximately 1000 x 1000 elements. The focused spot interacts with the 

objects on each of the matrices independently to simulate the spot/disk interaction. 

The sampling of the disk object matrices Axa is distinct from Ax, the sampling 

on the disk due to the discrete Fourier transform. Ax^ is set so that the marks 

on the disk object matrix are well represented. That is, there are enough discrete 

points in the matrix for an elliptically shaped mark to be represented distinctly from 

a rectangularly shaped mark. If the pre-grooves in the background matrix have a 

trapezoidal profile, the number of discrete points in the background matrix must 

be sufficient to represent the trapezoidal profile distinctly from the rectangular one. 

Usually, Axd is set at least a factor of two better than is required for adequate 

sampling of disk features. Also, Axj, ^ 0.5Ax. For this work, twenty disk matrix 

sampled points are used across the smallest dimension of the mark being simulated. 

Figure 3.5 is a plot of matrices used in the simulation. The marks are ellipsoidal and 

the pre-grooves are rectangular. 

3.2.4 Collection Optics 

The next step in the calculation is the propagation of the spot/disk interaction to the 

collection pupil. This is achieved using another optic module in the Optiscan GUI. 
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(b) 

Scan Direction 

FIGURE 3.5. (a) Simulated scaji marks that can be scanned on-track or off-track. 
The maxks have an elliptical shape, (b) Simulated pre-grooves. The profile of the 
grooves is rectangular. 

Also the first-order and propagation properties of the collection optics is set-up as 

almost the direct inverse of the focusing optics. The only difference is that the stop 

location in the five element lens is the same for both the focusing and collection optics. 

Now the fields in the collection pupil are calculated and are saved by the program for 

calculation of the collection pupil irradiance. Table 3.2 lists the first-order parameters 

used for the collection optics. 

3.2.5 Computer Operators 

The following section is a discussion on the other modules of the Optiscan GUI that 

are not part of the optical modules in the simulation. These are arrow links, save 

fields, restore fields and the disk scan operator. 

Arrows The arrows (or links) that appear between modules in the GUI shown in 

Fig. 3.2 denote the flow of information and are used to inform the program which 

variables to use in each step of the calculation. For example, the fields reflected from 

disk objects have the important information for the next calculation stored in the 

(a) 

Scan Direction • 
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TABLE 3.2. The Table of Optiscan fixst order properties that are used for modeling 
the collection optics in the data storage system. 

Distance (d) Radius of Ciirvature 

Object Surface 2.667 oo 

Stop 0 CO 

Optical Surface 1 10 2.667 

Optical Surface 2 GO oo 

Image Stirface 0 oo 
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reflected fields. The user defines the calculation sequence by selecting the arrows in 

the order required. 

Save Fields and Restore Fields These operators allow the flow of data into and out 

of the program. Data are saved and retrieved to hard disk files. 

Disk Scan Operator (Also called Gooey Delta). The scan of the focused spot on the 

optical disk is implemented by the disk scan operator, which shifts the focused spot 

along the disk matrix. The user defines the step size in the disk scan operator editor. 

3.2.6 Properties of the Discrete Fourier Transform 

As discussed in SectionS.l, the detection process involves the diffraction of the field in 

the illumination pupil to the disk and then difeaction of the reflected field from the 

disk to the collection pupil. This process is calculated using the Fourier-transform-

based formalism discussed in Section 3.1. A significant component of the calculation 

involves the calculation of Fourier transforms. To calculate a Fourier transform using 

a digital computer, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is to be used. 

The N-point FFT of a continuous function /(£), which may represent a signal in 

time, is written[Bracewell, 1986] 

T=-l/2iV 

where —1/2N < r < 1/2A'' — 1 is an integer and is analogous to time, u is also an 

integer, and the quantity v/N is the number of cycles per sampling interval. 

The inverse FFT is written 

(3.26) 

T=i/2Ar-i 

(3.27) 
r=-l/2A" 
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Equation (3.27) is verified by substitution of Eq. (3.26) into Eq. (3.27) and use of 

^ exp [-27ri^(r - r")] = { ^ r # ̂  
r=0 

The number of samples required to represent N/2 complex nimibers is N, because 

there are in general two real numbers that are needed to represent a single complex 

number. Another way of arriving at this result is to consider N samples separated 

in time by T. By the Nyquist sampling theorem, the highest frequency that can be 

sampled is 1/2T Hertz, which is the N/2 harmonic. Therefore, N/2 frequencies exist 

in Fourier space. 

In representing a fvinction that has length NT, the sampling in Fourier space is 

A/ = (3.29) 

N is often chosen to be 2". Equation (3.29) is calculated from the following simple 

argument. The sampled function /(r) of the continuous function f{t) is 
r=W/2-l T=N / 2 - 1  

T=-NI2  T=-N / 2  

This function is represented in Fig. 3.6(a). The • in Eq. (3.30) denotes the convolu

tion operation. The convolution is present to make the function periodic, in order to 

represent it as a Fourier summation. The Fourier transform of Eq. (3.30) is 
i/=iV/2-l i/=iV/2-l 

F W ) = [ F ( f ) *  ^  S i f - u N T ) ,  (3.31) 
W = - N / 2  W = - N / 2  

which is represented in Fig. 3.6(b). From Fig. 3.6 and Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31) the 

sampling of the Fourier transform is 

A/ = —. (3.32) 
J NT ^ ^ 

For calculation of the spatial Fourier transform and it's inverse the same argument 

is applied, resulting in 

A.= ̂ , (3.33) 
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g(T) 

< >• 

N 
(b) 

F(v) 

N 

FIGURE 3.6. (a) The sampled function of the continuous function /(£). 
The function is convolved with a comb of delta functions to make the 
sampled function periodic, (b) The Fourier transform of the sampled 
function, which is itself a sampled function. 
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where Ax is the sampling of the space function and Arj is the sampling of the Fourier 

transform. For wavelength-normalized space variables and the Fourier conjugate di

rection cosine variables, the sampling relation is, 



Chapter 4 

MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT OF CROSSTALK AND 
RELATED DETECTOR PATTERNS 

In this chapter, the mathematical treatment of the detector patterns is presented. 

In order to understand the origin of crosstalk in the readout signal, the nature of 

the disk/spot interaction must be understood. This achieved by a decomposition 

of the reflected disk field using Babinet's principle [Milster, 1998]. This decomposi

tion allows the formation of independent fields reflected from the background, on-

track and off-track marks. These fields combine together in the collection pupil to 

form interference fringes that are meaningfully grouped to form BASE, SMX and 

IMX detector patterns. The BASE, SMX and IMX detector patterns are repre

sented by EBASB{OL, P), ESMX(O:, P) and EiMxia^ P), respectively. The detector pat

terns are integrated by the detector in the exit pupil to form independent signal 

groups [Milster and Upton, 1999] iBASsii), isMxii) and respectively, which 

completes the detection process. 

4.1 Babinet Decomposition of the Spot/Disk Interaction 

The disk/spot interaction can be decomposed into a linear combination of fields by 

use of Babinet's principle [Milster, 1998]. This decomposition is shown with the aid 

of Fig. 4.1. The reflected disk/spot interaction consists of three components, which 

are the on-tiack reflection, the off-track reflection and the background reflection. 

The total reflected field UDISK{£^ V) is mathematically written cis 

UroTii, y) = riOoisKix, y) + ri(exp [#g] - 1)ug(^, y)ODisK{i: y) (4.1) 

+ Ar(uo/^(x, y) + exp [Z(?JG]UOFF(^, y))ODisK{i, y), 
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+FRM- RT) 
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FIGURE 4.1. The spot/disk interaction UDisK{i,y) IS decomposed into a linear 
combination of fields by use of Babinet's principle. The off-track data marks are in 
the groove. The background has a bulk reflectivity given by r^. The phase of the 
grooves (^g is represented in the background as a linear grating orthogonal to the 
scan direction. The marks have a bulk reflectivity TM-
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where uoHi^tV) is a binary function describing the on-track data maxks, uoFF{^-,y) 

is a binary function describing the off-track data marks, Ar = — TL, TM is the 

scalar reflectivity of the marks, is the scalax reflectivity of the lands and is the 

phase depth of the grooves, where 

(4.2) 

and d is the optical depth of the grooves and A is the laser wavelength in air. UG(X, y) 

is a binary function that describes the grooved background grating. The spatial 

variables x and y are normalized by the wavelength in air. 

The on-track Babinet field is 

UON{X,  y) = Aruoiv(^, y)ODiSK{x,,  y),  (4.3) 

the off-track Babinet field is 

UoFF{i, y) = Ar exp [i(j)G]^OFF{.3:-, y)ODisK{x, y), (4.4) 

and the background Babinet field is 

UBG{3:, y) = rLOoiSKii, y) + ̂ ^(exp [#g] - 1) "g(^, y)ODisK{i,  y)- (4-5) 

4.1.1 Formation of the Signal Groups 

The on-track, off-track and background Babinet fields propagate to the collection 

pupil to form Ooiv, OQFF and OBG-, respectively. The Babinet pupil fields interfere 

there in a manner similar to a three-beam laser interferometer, where each compo

nent field is like a separate laser beam. The interference forms the pupil irradiance 

J&TOT(Q:,/5), which is written as 

/?) = IOONI"^ + \OOFF^ "1" \OBG^ + '^\OONOBG\ cos ^ON,BG (4-6) 

+ 2\OOFFOBG\ COS AOFF,BG + 2\OONOOFF\ COS AQN^OFF-, 
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TABLE 4.1. Table of detector pattern groups. 

Component Detector 

Pattern 

Irradiance 

BASE EBASSIF^I P) = \OON[^ + \OBG^ + ̂ IOOIVOBGI COS AON,BC 

SMX ESMXIOI-: /5) = \OOFF\^ + \OBG\^ + '^\OOFFOBG\ COS AOFF,BG 

IMX EIMX{CT, P) = '^\OONOOFF\ COS AON,OFF 

where AON,BG is the relative phase between the on-track and background Babinet 

pupil fields, AOFF,BG is the relative phase between the off-track and background pupil 

fields and AON,OFF is the relative phase between the on-track and off-track Babinet 

pupil fields. Each term in Eq. (4.6) is a function of the direction cosine co-ordinate 

{a, P) in the pupil. Since we assxmie that the detector is placed in the pupil, the total 

detector pattern is meaningfully grouped into three component detector patterns, as 

shown in Table 4.1. Each term in Table 4.1 is an irradiance and is independent of 

the other terms. This independence provides a powerful tool, where the properties of 

each pattern can be studied independently to determine it's effect on the system. 

The BASE detector pattern is denoted by EBAseict, P) and is integrated by the 

detector to form the primary desired signal iBASEit)- The first off-track detector 

pattern that arises from the modulation of the focused spot by the off-track data 

m a r k s  i s  r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  s i n g l e  m o d u l a t i o n  c r o s s t a l k  ( S M X )  a n d  i s  d e n o t e d  E s M x { c i ,  P ) -

isMx{t) is conventionally measured in quantifying crosstalk in the readout channel of 
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data storage systems[Miyagawa et al., 1993]. The second off-track detector pattern, 

which arises from inter-modulation of the focused spot with the on-track and off-track 

data marks, is called inter-modulation crosstalk (IMX) and is denoted EiMxipi--, ̂ )-

EfMxioc, P) is an additional component of crosstalk not accounted for in conventional 

crosstalk measurements. The detector integrates ErMx{ct, P) to form iiMx{t)-

4.1.2 Fourier Decomposition of the Spot/Disk Interaction 

Optical disks that have data marks written in regular patterns are semi-periodic 

and can be represented as a Fourier series[Hopkins, 1979]. Therefore, the total field 

reflected from the disk can be written as a combination of several Fourier series. 

In this chapter and Chapters 6 and 7 the data marks and the grooves on the disk 

are mathematically represented as separable functions in x and y. This simplifies 

the algebraic analysis without oversimplifying the discussion of the Babinet fields. 

However, the data marks in the computer simulations are elliptical, which is closer 

to the actual mark shapes found on optical disks. 

The on-track marks, off-track marks and background are written 

uoN{x,y) = i 

* S { y - Y ) ,  (4.8) 

and 

1 iv , „ . 
UcCy) = 9 X) exp [ 2 7 r i n  [ ^ ) ] ,  (4-9) 

n=-N \y / 

respectively. From Eqs. (4.9) the total background function of the disk is written, 

UBG{^, y) =rLUF + rL(exp [i(f)c] - 1)- ^ exp [27rm ( :^ ) ]- (4-10) 
n=-N 

M 
foN{y) Rm exp [27rim f ^ ) ] 

m=-M ^ . 
* S { y ) ,  (4.7) 

y) = ^ \ foFF{y) E Sm exp [27rz7n ( ~ j ] 
m=-M \J- / 
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Where Rm, Sm and An are the Fourier expansion coefficients[Bracewell, 1986]. The 

delta functions and convolutions in Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) denote that on-track and 

ojff-track marks are localized at y = 0 and y — Y^ respectively. foNiv) and foFpiy) 

are the functional dependencies of the on-track and off-track marks with respect to 

y. T is the wavelength normalized period of the data marks along the x direction. Y 

is the wavelength normalized period of the grooved substrate along the y direction. 

4.2 Formation of the Detector Patterns 

In this section, the formation of the detector patterns is outlined. The formation of 

the detector patterns from scanning one-dimensional phase and amplitude gratings 

along their grating vectors, as well as scanning two-dimensional disk objects, are dis

cussed. The detector patterns resulting from one-dimensional grating structures are 

useful for developing performance merits that describe the different types of detector 

pattern modulation found when scanning two-dimensional mark structures and when 

aberrations are added to the system. 

4.2.1 The Detector Patterns for Scanning a One-dimensional Grating 

In this section, the mathematics are presented that describe the detector pattern from 

scanning a one-dimensional grating. The formalism of the background function in Eq. 

(4.11) is adopted, but the grating vector is oriented in the scan direction. That is, 

OoiSKii-, y)-

(4.11) 

X is the wavelength normalized period of the grating along the grating vector, XQ is 

the wavelength normalized displacement of the grating parallel to the grating vector. 

UBG{x,y) = 
1 ^ f X — XQ 

r^up -t- ri^(exp [i(f)c] 1) E Am exp [2xfm I —:— 
m=-M ^ ^ 
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The background field UBG{i,y) is described by Eq. (4.11). The propagation of 

the field firom the disk to the collection pupil is described by Eq. (3.22), which is 

/

OO roo 

/ Caia', P')OrLdcx -a',P- P')da'd/3'- (4-12) 
•CO J —OO 

Caia, P) for the background field is 

1 f \ 
CR{ci,P)=rL5{ci,^)+rL{ex^[i(j)G\-'^)^ ^ ^^exp[-27rim ( ^ |]cJ(a - ̂ ,/3). 

(4.13) 

Substitution of Eq. (4.13) into Eq. (4.12) gives the scalar field in the collection pupil 

of the data storage system, which is 

Ocoll{OL , /3) = TLOILLIA, /3) + iri:(exp [ ITPC] -  1) (4-14) 

M 

X 

Tn=—M 
A^exp[-27rzm ( ^ )]OAL/:(a-•^,/3)-

From Eqs. (4.13) and (4.15) it is seen that the distribution of the diffracted orders 

in the pupil is governed by the illumination wavelength and the disk geometry. The 

illumination field affects the amplitude and phase profile of each diffraction order. 

The background detector pattern, EBC{(^, I3; XQ) is formed by calculating the irra-

diance of Eq. (4.15). Therefore, 

Ebg{OC, P] xo) = OcoLLick, P)*Ocoll{oc, /5). (4-15) 
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Substituting Eq. (4.15) into Eq. (4.15) results in 

Ebg{OC,^) = (4.16) 

+ -COS(0g)] (4-17) 

X X! exp [27ri (m' - m) 
m m '  

— 777 - 777/ 

X O I L L { O L  — ^ ) d i c L { ( ^ — 
A 

+ ^ A„i[cos [27rm^ - (J^g] - cos [27rm^]] (4.18) 
^ ^ ^ -A m 
— — TTL 

X 0[L£,{a, p)OrLL{oL — /3). 

Equations (4.16) through (4.18), which represent the detector pattern, are made up 

of a summation of sets of interference fringes. If we make the substitution 

77i' = m + /z, (4-19) 

where —00 < m < 00 and —00 < fi < 00, the detector pattern can be rewritten 

BBC(A,/3) = R|0?IT(A,^) (4.20) 

+ »"|[1-COS{,#G)| (4.21) 

- EE AmAm+fi COS [27r^i^] 
771 m+y. 

X OiLciOi — P)OiLL{Oi 

S ̂̂m[cos [2-KH^ - 0G] - COS [2-Kfi^]] (4.22) 
^ ^ X A 

X OiLL{0i, ̂ )OiLL{ot — ^), 

where ^ > 0 for Eq. (4.21) and —oo < // < oo for Eq. 4.22. is the Fourier 

component of the fringe modulation as the disk is scanned in the y direction. 

For an amplitude grating, like a Ronchi ruling where 4>g = 0, and 

UBG{S:^ y) = r^ucODisKi^, y), (4-23) 
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0C= -NA 0C= NA 

'Cffi) 
-1 Order 0 Order +1 Order 

FIGURE 4.2. The distribution of the detector pattern in the collec
tion pupil. The +1 order is in the a > 0 portion of the pupil and 
the —1 order is is in the a < 0 portion of the pupil. The +1 and 
—1 orders are centered on NA and —NA direction cosine values for 
scanning a grating with X = 1/NA. 

the resulting detector pattern is 

^ M M 
EBG{OC ,P) = -rl ^ ̂ AmArr^^^ COS[2%IA (4.24) 

m=-M /x=0 

X O/llCQ - t ̂ ), 
A A 

where // > 0. 

Consider scanning a grating whose period is the inverse of the Abbe frequency 

(X = 1/NA), at this period only the 0, —1 and +1 diffraction orders are in the pupil, 

as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. For the a > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil, the detector 

|i 
A 

OL 
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patterns for a phase grating are, 

EBG{CX. > 0, /?; XO) = EBG,DC + T^AQAX COS [27riYAfQ] (4-25) 

X DRLL{OL,P)DILL{OC-NA,P) 

+ ^r|^i[cos \2-KNAXO — 0g] — cos [27riVAxo]] (4-26) 

X ORLL{OI,P)D[LL{.O^-NA,^) 

^BG(a < 0,/?:fo) = EBG^DC+ 'R\[AQA- I  cos [2-KNAXQ]] (4-27) 

X OILL{OL,P)OILL{PC +NA,^) 

+ ^R|^I[COS \^-KNAXQ + (})C\ — COS [27riVArro]] (4.28) 

X DILL{OC,^)OILL{OC +NA,^). 

EsG^DcipC', 0) is the non-modulating component of the detector pattern as the grating 

is scanned in the x direction. 

For a > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil, the detector patterns of the amplitude 

grating are 

Escia > 0,^-,xo) = EBG ,DC{o^^/3)+rlAoAi cos [2xNAxo] (4.29) 

X OiLC ia,P)OicLia-NA.J) 

EBG^CI < 0,0] XQ) = EBG^DCIOL-, P) + COS [2-KNAXQ] (4.30) 

X OILL (A, P)OILL{OC -I-  NA, P) 

Equations (4.25) through (4.30) indicate one the main differences between scan

ning an amplitude grating and scanning a phase grating. For the phase grating the 

Q: > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil modulate with a synchronism that is dependent 

upon the phase depth of the grooves, (F>G- For a groove phase of 7r/2, which corre

sponds to a groove depth of A/8, the modulation is oppositely synchronized. That is, 

when the o; > 0 portion is bright, the o; < 0 portion is dark. In contrast the detector 

patterns in a > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil for the amplitude grating always 

modulate in synchronism as the grating is scanned. 
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4.2.2 The Detector Patterns for Scanning Two-Dimensional Objects 

In the following sections, the detector patterns resulting from scanning of two-dimensional 

objects are described. The argument proceeds in the same way as the formation of the 

detector patterns for the one-dimensional case. First, the Babinet fields are formed, 

then the propagation model for calculating the Babinet pupil fields is applied, af

ter which the fields combine and interfere to form EBASE{PL, ESMX{OL, P; XQ) 

and EIMX{OC, P'^XQ). Mark patterns are described by Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8), which are 

separable in x and y. 

The BASE Detector Pattern The EBASE{OC, P)  detector pattern is formed by combin

ing fields as shown in Table 4.1. The result is 

EBASE{OC ,I3;XQ) = exp[2iti{m'- M)^p-]Kmtz*^' (4.31) 
4 _ , I r - -m m' ON 

1 _ 
+ -ArrL Rm exp[—27rzm^; ]KmOrLL{o^-, P) 

+ ^Arrc ̂ 2 exp[27riW;i^]Ac;j,0/£,£,(Q:, .3) 
^ m' ^ON 

+ j(exp(-z0G) - l)ArrL ̂  ̂  exp[-27rim;^] 
m n' -ON 

X K.mOitL{a,P T") 
yo 

+ j(exp[2(?iG] - 1) Arri ̂  ̂  ̂Kn'^n exp[2Trim' 
^ r, J-ON 

"  TT 
X k^,Otll{O^,I3 -

yo 

where 

— 777, 
Km{oc, 0) = Fon{P) * 0[ll{PC — •^), (4.32) 

is the convolution along the P direction of the pupil. FON{P) is the Fourier transform 

of the y dependence of the on-track mark function foNiv)-
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The Fourier weighting function Rm is real and even, therefore 

= R-ra = Rm (4-33) 

^ = A_„=A„. (4.34) 

Also, 

= (4.35) 

By making the substitutions 

m' = Tn-\- jj. (4.36) 

n' = n, (4-37) 

EBASE{OL, P,XQ) is re-written as 

^BASEioi, 0;xo) = EBASE,dc{oc, (4.38) 

+ iAr' 
m /X 

X cospTT^-^ - Arg[Km+tj\ + ArglKm"^ 

+ Arrx, Rf,\Kf,\ cos[27r/i^ - Arg[Kf,]]diLL(oc: P) 

— ^Arr^, cos[27r/i^ - Ar^[«;^]] (4.40) 
/i n 

X druia,/}-^) 
yo 

^ ^ ™ 

+ —Arr/, EE« ̂An\Kf,\cos[27r//-^ + <?iG - A?'^[«:/x]](4-41) 
^ 71 

X OrLL^ct, P — 
yo 

where EBASE,Dc{oi, P) is a non-scan-dependent component. The scan dependent com

ponent of the BASE detector pattern consists of four sets of interference fringes, 

represented by Eqs. (4.39), (4.40), (4.40) and (4.41). 
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As in the case of the detector pattern for scanning a grating, consider scanning 

a set of data marks written with a period that is equal to the inverse of the Abbe 

frequency, with grooved background where the period of the grooves is also the inverse 

of the Abbe frequency. The resulting detector pattern in the a > 0 and a < 0 portions 

of the pupil are, 

Ebase{pc > 0,0' xo) = EBASE,DC{CX > 0, /3) (4.42) 

X cos \^'kNAxo — Arg[Ki\ + Arff[Ko]] 

-h riArRilKil cos[27rNA£o - Arff[Ki]]0/z,j:(Q,/^) (4.44) 
I 1 

- -Arr£. ^ i?i|Ki|cos[27riVAfo - Ar£z[Ki]] (4.45) 
71=— 1 

X OiLLia,/3 — nNA) 
1 1 

+ -Arrc cos[27rA/'i4io-H 0G —-4r^[Ki]](4.46) 
2 ntl^l 

X OILL{CX,I3 — nNA) 

and 

EBASE{PL < Q, P-,XQ) = EBASE,DC{pl < P) (4-40 

+ ^Ar'~RoRi\KoK,\ (4.48) 

X cos [27rNAxo — Arg[Ki\ + Ar^[/co]] 

+ rLArRi\Ki\cos[2-KNAxo — Arg[Ki]]drLLici, P) (4.49) 
1 1 

— -Arr/, cos [27rA''/l£o — Ary[Ki]] (4.50) 
2 n=~l 

X OtLcia^p — nNA) 
I 1 

+ -Arrt, -RIIACII COS [27rlVAxo — CI>G - Arg[KiJJ(4.51) 
n=~l 

X OILL{OC ,P — nNA). 

As in the case of the grooved background detector pattern, the synchronization in 
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the a > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil is dependent upon the phase depth 

of the grooves. For media that have r^, the effect of groove phase on the 

synchronization is more noticeable compared to media that have r^, <C r^. 

The SMX Detector Pattern The SMX detector pattern results from the combination 

of the on-track and background Babinet pupil fields, as shown in Table 4.1. The form 

of ESMX{OC,^\3:^Q) is similar to EBASE{OC-, This work considers the case where 

the off-track marks are written in the grooves. Therefore, iioFF{i,y) is modified by 

the phase depth of the grooves (pc Also, the off-track data marks are separated from 

the on-track marks by yo in. the y (radial) direction of the disk. This displacement 

introduces a linear phase of exp [—27r/3yo] into the off-track Babinet pupil field. 

The off-track Babinet pupil field is, 

1 n 
Ocoll{oc^P) = r£,Of£,£, + ^^£,[exp [z0<7] — 1] ANORLTIOI, P — ^) (4.52) 

n=-N ^ 

1 x' 
+ - Ar exp [20g] ^ Sm exp 

— 772 
X [FOFF{P) exp [-27rz/3yo] P)]-.  

where 

__ 
KM{oi, VQ) = FOFF{P) exp [-27rz/3yo] * OILL^OI - (4.53) 

is the convolution along the /? direction of the pupil. FQFFW) is the Fourier transform 

of the y dependence of the off-track mark. The convolution in Km affects the phase 

and amplitude of the off-track Babinet pupil field, as shown in Fig. 4.3. The linear 

phase in the convolution introduces a linear phase along the ^ direction of the pupil 

and decreases the amplitude of the off-track yo 7^ 0 Babinet pupil field compared to 

the on-track = 0 Babinet pupil field. 

The detector SMX pattern is, 

ESMX{oc^ ^o) = Ocoll{O^, ̂ )0*coll{'^i ^)- (4.54) 
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—- Off-track 
- - On-track 

FIGURE 4.3. (a) The phase profile along P for m = 0 of ,/?; 0) 
and Km{oi, p.yo). (b) The amplitude profile along 0 for m = 0 of 
Kmict, P; 0) and Km{oc, yo). 

Substitution of Eq. (4.53) into Eq. (4.54) yields 

ESMXIOC, P;X'Q) = ESMX,DC{OL, P) (4.55) 

+ SrnSra+(i.\l<'ml^m+,j. \ (4.56) 
m 

x' 
X cos(27r/i-^ - ArglKm+^i] + Arg[Km]) 

x' 
+ Arrt 2^ cos(27r//^ — Arg[Kf^] — ((>G) (4-57) 

X O ILL{PL , P )  

- ^ArrL ̂  ̂  cos(27r/z^ - Arg[K^] - (f>G) (4.58) 
fi n 

X OxLLipi-, P — —) 
VQ 

+ ^Arr£, EE Sfj,An\Ky\ cos(27r/i^ - Arg[K^]) (4.59) 
2 /X n 

n 
X OILL(OC , P — 

yo 
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/ IV 1 \ 

\ II 1 

A 

•>0: 

FIGURE 4.4. The segmentation of the pupil into quad
rants I, II, III and rV'-

where ESMX ,DC{OC , /3) is the non-scan dependent component. Four sets of fringes 

make up the scan dependent of EsMx{ot-, P-, ^o)' which are represented by Eqs. (4.56), 

(4.57), (4.58) and (4.59), respectively. 

To understand the modulation of Esmx{<^, i'o), consider each quadrant of the 

pupil. Quadrant I is the region (a > 0,^ > 0), quadrant II is the region (a > 0, 

^ < 0), quadrant III is the region (a < 0, /? < 0) and quadrant IV is the region 

(a < 0, ^ > 0), as illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The detector patterns for each quadrant 
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axe for quadrant I, 

ESMX{<^> 0,/3 > 0:XQ) = ESMX,DC (4.60) 

+ |Ar^[5o5i|/co«:i|] (4-61) 

X cos [2TrNAx'Q — Arg[K]\ + Ar^[Ko]] 

+ Arr^^ilKil (4.62) 

X cos [27riVAfo — Arg[K\\ — (f>G]OiLL{pc, /?) 
1 

- Arr^^SiAnl/cil (4.63) 
71=0 

X cos \^tzNAx'q — Arg[Ki\ — 0g] 

X drLL{a,P - nNA) 
1 1 

-h -Arrc Y2 
n=0 

X COS [27rNAx'Q — Arg[Ki]]0[Lcio:, /? — nNA). 

For quadrant II, 

^sma'(Q: > 0,/3 < 0; Xq) = ESMX,DC (4.65) 

-h iAr-[5o5i|/coK:il] (4.66) 

X cos [27riVAxo + Arg[Ki] — Ar^[«:o]] 

-h Arr£,5i|Ki| (4-67) 

X cos [2TrNAx'Q + Arg[Ki] — 0g]<5/ll(q:, P) 
0 

— ArrL ^ 5iAn|Kil (4.68) 
71=:—1 

X cos [27rNAxQ + Arg[Ki] — 0g] 

X OrcL (a, /? — nNA) 

-1- ^Arr^, ^ (4.69) 
7l= —1 

X cos ^-KNAX 'Q H- Ar^[«;i]]0/£,£,(Q!,/? — nNA). 
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For quadrant III, 

EsMx{oi <Q,P <0',XQ) = ESMX,DC (4-70) 

+ iAr2[5oS'i|«:o«i|] (4.71) 

X cos [27riVAxo — Arg[K-[\ + Ar^[/co]] 

+ Arr^Sil/Cil (4.72) 

X cos \̂ 'KNAX 'Q — Arg[K\\ + (I)C\0[LL{PL , /?) 
0 

- Arr£, ^ (4.73) 
n=—1 

X cos I^TZNAX'Q — -4r^[/CI] + 0G] 

X OrLLioi.P - nNA) 
1 ° 

+ -Arrt ^ (4.74) 
^ n=—1 

X cos [2TrNAxQ — Arg[Ki]]0{LL(a, /3 — nNA). 

For quadrant IV, 

EsMxipi < 0,/3 > 0;£o) = ESMX,DC (4-75) 

+ iAr2[So5i|K„/Ci|l (4.76) 

X COS \2-KNAX'Q -4- ATG[K,I \  — ARG[KO]] 

+ Arr^SilKil (4-77) 

X COS [2TrNAx'Q + Arg[K.\\ -T- (t>G]OiLL{'Oc-, P) 
1 

- Arr^^5iA„|/ci| (4.78) 
n=0 

X COS [2TRNAXQ + ARG[KI\ + 0G] 

X diLLipciP - nNA) 

1 ^ 
+ (4.79) 

n=0 

X COS \2-KNAX'Q + Ar^[«:I]]0/-£,£,(A:, P — nNA). 
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12 3 4 

FIGURE 4.5. The modulation of the fringes in the pupil for scanning off-track 
data marks. 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to equally spaced scan positions along 
the period of a mark. 

Inspection of the detector patterns between the four quadrants indicates that the 

cosine phase of the fringes has a linear variation with scan position XQ along the a 

direction of the pupil, combined with a linear variation in phase along which is 

described by Ar^[/co] and ATQIKI]. This combination of orthogonal phases in the 

cosine functions results in a rotational modulation of EsMx{oi, ^\X'q) as the disk is 

scanned. This rotation is illustrated in Fig. 4.5. This effect is confirmed by 

Milster [Milster et al., 1996] for scanning off-track data marks on a flat background. 

The effect of the groove phase is to shift the Eq. (4.62), (4.63), (4.67), (4.68), (4.72), 

(4.73), (4.77) and (4.78) fringes in the pupil along the direction. The shift of 

these Mnges, combined with the d.c. components, changes the overall modulation of 

EsMxict, P',XQ) from rotational to radial, depending upon the groove phase. 

The IMX Detector Pattern The IMX detector pattern results from the interference 

of the on-track and off-track Babinet pupil fields, as described in Table 4.1. The off-

track marks are in the grooves, which means that the off-track Babinet pupil fields are 

modified by the phase of the grooves. The Babinet pupil field for the IMX detector 
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pattern is 

M 
Ar 

2 

1 Af ^ 
EIMX{OC ,P-,XQ ,X 'Q) = -Ar ^ exp [27rim^] (4.80) 

m^—M 
— 777 

[-fbiv(;^) * OiLL^a — ,5)] 

M 1 x' 
X — Ar exp [z'c^^g] Sm' exp [—27rim'-T^] 

Tn'=-M 

777, 
X [-^off(/?) exp [27rz^yo] * OrLd^ -

M 

+ 2^^ ^ [-27rim^][Foiv(/5) *0/iL(Q! - /?)] 
m=-M ^ ^ 

1 x' 
X -Arexpfz^^c] 'S'm'exp [27rzW;^] 

— TTl' 
X [FOFF(/3) exp [-27r2/?yo] *0/£,£,(Q: -

after making the substitution m' = m + FJ..  For the formation of EfMxio^, 13', XQ^X 'Q), 

let 

= FOFF{^) exp [-27rz/?yo] * OILL{OC - "^^^), (4.81) 

and 

— 772 
Km = Fon{P) *r 0/£,£,(Q: — •^). (4.82) 

Equation (4.81) can now be written, 

^ MM 
ErMx{.Oi,^]XQ,x'Q) = -Ar^ J]] ^ (4-83) 

p=—Af m^—M 

X cos [27rm-^ - 27r(m + //)^ - Ar;y[/Cm] + Ar^[«;^^^] — 0g]-

The cosine phase argument in Eq. (4.83) contains inter-modulation phases that result 

from the on-track mark frequency 1/T and the off-track mark frequency 1/T". Hence, 

this detector pattern is appropriately termed inter-modulation crosstalk. The cosine 
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phase argument also contains Arg[K'^j^^, which has a linear component along /3, as is 

discussed in Section 4.2.2. The linear phase along ̂  from combined with a phase 

that varies along a. linearly as the disk is scanned results in a rotational modulation. 

The effect of the groove phase is to shift the center of the detector pattern rotation 

along /3. The overall rotational modulation of En^fxia^ p-,xo) is not affected by the 

groove phase. 

4.2.3 Formation of Detector Patterns Summary 

The fields in the collection pupil of a data storage system are distributed into diffrac

tion orders. The magnitude, phase and. distribution of the orders is determined by 

the disk, the illumination field and it's wavelength. For scanning a one-dimensional 

grating, the diffraction orders are arranged along the same direction as the grating 

vector. The fields in the pupil combine and interfere resulting in modulating and 

d.c. component fringes. The modulating fringes are in regions of the pupil where 

diffraction orders of different number overlap. In the case of the phase grating, the 

synchronization of the modulation between the o; > 0 and a < 0 regions of the pupil 

is affected by the phase depth of the grooves. For example, there is opposite synchro

nization for (f)c = 12, which corresponds to A/8 groove depth, as illustrated in Fig. 

4.6. 

To describe the detector patterns corresponding to scanning two-dimensional mark 

structures, like those found on an optical disk, the field reflected from the disk is 

decomposed using Babinet's principle, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The resulting in

terference fringes are meaningfully grouped into the EBASB{PC-, and 

EiMx{oi-, 1^) detector patterns, as listed in Table 4.1. The formation of the detec

tor patterns can be heuristically described by the combination and interference of 

three laser beams. EBASE{OC, P) is formed by the combination of the on-track and 

background fields. ESMX{OL^ P) is formed by the combination of the off-track and 
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Detector Pattern 

Grating 

12 3 4 

i i i i  

FIGURE 4.6. The synchronization of the detector pattern modula
tion for scanning a one-dimensional phase grating with 7r/2 phase 
depth. 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to equally spaced scan positions 
along the period of a grating. 
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Shift 

FIGURE 4.7. The modulation of the fringes in the pupil for scanning off-track 
data marks with a grooved background. 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to equally 
spaced scan positions along the period of a mark. The effect of the groove 
phase is to shift the modulating patterns radially along ^ 

background fields. P) is formed by the interference of the off-track field 

with the on-track field. The modulation of Ebase^oc-, /5) occurs along the a direction 

of the pupil, which is the tangential direction on the disk. The synchronization of the 

detector pattern modulation in the a > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil is depends 

on the phase depth of the grooves, as shown in Eqs. (4.46) and (4.51). The detector 

pattern is oppositely synchronized between the a > 0 and a < 0 portions for a groove 

phase of 7r/2 and is synchronized in phase for 0 and TT groove phase. The relative 

magnitude of r^, and affects the extent to which the sjuchronization takes place 

for a given groove depth. 

The modulation of ESMX{<^T P) is rotational and radial in the pupil, as illustrated 

in Fig. 4.5. The rotational modulation occurs as a result of the linear phase depen

dence along P of the off-track mark pupil field combined with a phase that changes 

linearly along a with tangential scan position on the disk. The effect of the groove 

phase is to shift the center of the fringe rotation along ^5, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. 

The modulation of P) is also rotational. However EiMxic^, P) does not 

contain fringes resulting from combination of the background fields that EsMxi<^i 0) 

contains. This lack of background field information results in an overall different 

behavior of Eruxio:, P) compared to ESMX{OC, P). The effect of the groove phase 
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shifts the fnnges radially along However the rotational modulation of 

is unchanged by the groove phase. 
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Chapter 5 

CROSSTALK IN THE READOUT SIGNAL 

From Chapter 4 it is known that the total readout signal from a data storage system 

is made up of three independent current signals, iBASEifi)-, and The 

explicit time dependence arises from the spinning optical disk. 

In this Chapter, the measure of crosstalk and effects of isMxit) and irMxi^) 

the readout signal are discussed with the results of computer simulations presented. 

5.1 Measures of Crosstalk 

Crosstalk distorts the readout signal, which introduces edge shifts Ax. Ax results 

in jitter of the readout signal, as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. In commercial devices the 

off-track and on-track data patterns are pseudo-random, hence jitter is stochastic in 

nature. In this work, jitter is studied by use of computer simulation. Jitter is the 

shift of the readout signal edge relative to «BASE(^) over the range of adjacent track 

shift (ATS) values, which is not stochastic. ATS is the amount of tangential shift the 

marks in the adjacent data track have relative to the on-track mark period. ATS is 

illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Hence the jitter calculated in this work is deterministic jitter. 

The jitter for a single ATS is mathematically defined as 

1 ^ 
~ ̂ BASE,n\m,  (5-1) 

n 

where is the n'th crosstalk corrupted signal transition and is the n'th 

iBASsii) transition. Axm is the average edge shift over N signal transitions. The 

deterministic jitter Ax is the range of Axm values over M values of ATS. Ax has 

units of length, which in this work is normalized by the inverse of the Abbe frequency 
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T 
< > 

r 
On-track 

Off-track 

— 

ATS 

FIGURE 5.1. The adjacent-track shift (ATS) 
is the relative shift of the off-track data 
marks, as a fraction of the on-track mark pe
riod (T), with respect to the on-track data 
marks. 

X/NA. In the literature, jitter is normalized by the timing clock period and a tolerable 

amount of jitter is 8-9% [ECMA, 1998]. In conventional DVD-RAM the data is coded 

with eight-to-fourteen modulation code (EFM) [Marchant, 1990], which has 3 clock 

periods for a minimum data mark length. This code translates into a minimum mark 

length of 0.44^m [ECMA, 1998] for DVD devices. Therefore, the equivalent length of 

a single clock period is 0.15/^m, which in inverse Abbe frequency units is 0.13A/iVA. 

Hence 8-9% jitter of the timing clock period is 1.05-1.1% of the Abbe frequency 

inverse. 

The amount of crosstalk can also be quantified by the crosstalk signal power 

relative to the data signal power measured in dB. This is a two step process and is 

illustrated in Fig. 1.2 and defined by Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3). 

isMX 

and 

X T R SMX = 20logio 

XTR/mx — ^Ologio 

IBASE 

llMX 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 
J-BASE. 

where IBASE^ isMX and iimx are the r.m.s modulating components of the signal 

groups in Table 4.1. In the literature [Miyagawa et al., 1993, Bouwhuis, 1986] crosstalk 
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ratios less than -35db, which correspond to the crosstalk signal having 1/60 the mod

ulation of the iBASsii) signal, are considered to be tolerable in data storage systems. 

Crosstalk signals can have significant XTR values but introduce little distortion 

into the readout signal. An example is an off-track and on-track data pattern written 

with zero ATS, compared with the case where there is non-zero ATS. A contributing 

factor to the significance of the crosstalk signals is the shape of isMx(t) and irMx(i) 

compared to ieASEif)- Crosstalk signals with very different shapes than ieASEif) in

troduce more distortion than signals with similar shape. Since, has frequency 

components at the on-track frequency, off-track frequency and the intermodulation 

frequencies, irarxii) has a different shape than isMx{t)- As discussed in Section 5.3, 

isMX generally has higher XTR values than iiux over the range of track pitches 

investigated, but ATS and the shape of the crosstalk signals affect how much the 

jitter the readout signal has, which is a more important measurement of crosstalk 

than XTR. 

In the following sections, the properties of the crosstalk signals for recording on a 

land-gToove disk format are discussed with the results of computer simulations. 

5.2 Simulation Parameters 

The media parameters that are used in the computer simulations are summarized 

in Table 5.1. The simulated media parameters are mark and land reflectivity, mark 

patterns, adjacent-track shift (ATS), groove depth and track spacing and A = 0.65^£m. 

The mark and land reflectivities are — 0.006 and TL = 0.2, respectively. These 

reflectivities correspond to a write-dark media, where dark marks are written on a 

bright background. Two data patterns are investigated. The first is Pattern A, where 

the on-track and off-track data marks both have the same Abbe frequency. Pattern 

A is a high frequency data pattern. The second mark pattern is Pattern B, where the 

on-track and off-track data mark frequency is half the Abbe frequency. The two mark 
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(a) 
Pattern A 

off-track 

on-track 

t t t t  
12 3 4 (b) 

Pattern B 

off-track 

on-track 

t t t t  
12 3 4 

FIGURE 5.2. Simulated mark patterns, (a) Pattern A. The on-
track and off-track marks are written at the Abbe frequency, Pat
tern A is a high frequency pattern, (b) Pattern B. The on-track 
and off-track maxks are written at half the Abbe frequency. Pat
tern B is a low frequency pattern. The scan positions 1, 2, 3 and 
4 are positions with respect to the on-track marks and positions of 
interest. 

patterns are illustrated in Fig. 5.2. ATS is introduced in mark patterns A and B. The 

amounts of ATS are 0, T/S, 2T/5,3T/5 and 4T/5, where T is the mark period. The 

range of groove depths range from 0 to A/4, which is a 0 to TT range of groove phases. 

The track spacings (or track pitches) simulated range from O.Sfim for conventional 

DVD-RAM [ECMA, 1998] to 0.65fim and for moderately high density media 

to high density media [Upton and Milster, 2000], respectively. A test medium taken 

from the literature [Miyagawa et al., 1993] is included in the calculation of XTRSMX-

The test medium has a track pitch of 0.8//m, TL = 0.2, TM = 0.006, mark width of 

0.7/j.m, mark length of O.Qfim and a laser wavelength of 0.78iJ.m. The computer 

simulation parameters are summarized in Table 5.2. 

In Chapter 1, the ratio R of the spot size s to track pitch p is introduced as an 

indication of the amount of crosstalk in the absence of crosstalk cancellation. The 



TABLE 5.1. Table of simtilated disk parameters. 

Media Parameter Value of Parameter 

f M 0.006 

TL 0.2 

Pattern A:On-track mark length 0.54/im 

Pattern A:Off-track mark length 0.54^m 

Pattern B:On-track mark length 1.08^tm 

Pattern B:Off-track mark length l.OS^m 

Mark Width 0.4^m 

ATS 0, T/5, 2T/5, 3T/5, 4T/5 

Groove Depths 0, A/40,A/20, 3A/40, A/10, A/8, 
6A/40, 7A/40, A/5, 9A/40, A/4 

Track Spacings 0.8/im, 0.65/im, 0.5//m 
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TABLE 5.2. Computer simulation parameters. 

Simulation Parameter Value of Parameter 

Number of Pupil Sample Points ( N p )  58 

Number of Points in DFT ( N )  512 

Disk Sampling (Aa:) 0.052fim 

Wavelength (A) 0.65/im 

Numerical Aperture 0.6 

Disk Matrix Size 1000x1000 
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TABLE 5.3. The track pitch values p and corresponding R values for the media 
simulated. 

Medium R 

High-Density 0.5 2.16 

Moderate-Density 0.65 1.66 

Conventional 0.8 1.35 

Test 0.8 1.625 

track pitches and R values of the media simulated are displayed in Table 5.3. 

5.3 Simulation Results and Discussion 

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the variation of XTRSMX and XTR/MX , respectively, versus 

groove depth. The values of XTRSMX are -28dB and -4odB at a groove depth of 

A/6 for the high density and moderate high density medium, respectively. These 

XTRSMX values correspond to minimum XTRSMX values. For the conventional 

DVD-RAM medium XTRSMX is a minimimi at A/7.5 for mark lengths of X/NA, 

which is l.OSyLim. For the test medium the minimum XTRSMX value occurs at A/5.5, 

which is shown in Fig 5.3 and is confirmed in the literature [Miyagawa et al., 1993]. 

The values of XTRIMX shown in Fig. 5.4 are minimum at a groove depth of A/8 

for all densities. For the high density 0.5yLtm track pitch media and moderate high 

density 0.65/zm track pitch media, the XTRIMX values at A/6 groove depth are -ISdB 
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FIGURE 5.3. The variation of the XTRSMX values ver
sus groove depth for mark Pattern B and track pitches of 
O.Syum, 0.6ofzm and O.Byum. The minimum XTR occurs 
at A/6 groove depth for the 0.5YUM and 0.65/j,m track 
pitches. The test media has a minimum at A/5.5. The 
O.Sfim track pitch media has a minimum at A/7.5 for 
Pattern B. 
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FIGURE 5.4. The variation of the XTRIMX values of 
mark Pattern B versus groove depth for the track pitches 
of 0.5^M, 0.65/IM and O.S/xm. The minimum XTRIMX 
values occur at A/8 groove depth. 

and -35dB, respectively. The XTRIMX values are greater than the XTRSMX values 

at the A/6 groove depths for the high and moderate density media types. Hence, 

land/groove media designs based on conventional measurement of the adjacent-track 

crosstalk could have poor performance due to the presence of the IMX crosstalk. 

Figure 5.5 is a plot of Axm due to isMx versus groove depth for Pattern A and 

0.5fj,m track pitch. Ax is negligible at A/5.5 groove depth and only 1% for A/6. The 

corresponding XTR values are -26dB and -31dB, respectively. Notice that the low 

XTR does not necessarily mean low Ax. Ax due to isMX increases with groove depth 

from A/5.5 to A/4. Significant jitter comes from the distortion introduced by isMX 

for ATS values of T/5 and 4T/5-

From this comparison of Ax and XTR values it is clear that the jitter is neglible 

at A/5.5, but the XTR value is unacceptable. For for the high density Pattern A, 

jitter Ax is the more appropriate measurement for optimization of groove depth for 
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FIGURE 5.5. The variation of Axm versus groove depth 
due to is MX corresponding to a track pitch of O.oixm 
and Pattern A. The minimum Ax occurs at a groove 
depth of A/5.5. 

minimum SMX crosstalk, rather than XTR. 

Figure 5.6 is a plot of the Axm due to iiMX versus groove depth for Pattern A and 

track pitch. Minimum Ax occurs over the range of groove depths A/10..tQ A/7. 

This is consistent v^ath the groove depth corresponding to minimum XTRimx value. 

Ax at A/6 is 1%, which is the same as the SMX crosstalk range at A/6 from Fig. 5.5. 

Figure 5.7 is a plot of Axm due to isMX + iiMX versus groove depth for Pattern A 

and 0.5yLim track pitch. Ax at A/6 groove depth is 1% due to the distortion of iiMX-

Ax at A/8 groove depth is 2% due to the distortion from ISMX- The Ax due to the 

total crosstalk is neglible between groove depths of A/4.3 and A/4. The isMX and 

iiMX signals at A/4 groove depth have a laxge amplitude, as seen from the XTR plots 

in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. However, the combined contributions of isMx and ifMX result 

in minimum distortion between A/4 and A/4.3 due to the relative phases of isMx{i) 

and iiMx{t), as shown in the plots of the signals in Figs. 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. As can 
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ATS = 0 
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FIGURE 5.6. The variation of the IMX jitter values ver
sus groove depth for a track pitch of O.oyt/m and Pattern 
A. The minimum crosstalk Ax occurs over a range of 
groove depths from A/10 to A/7. 

be seen, the crosstalk signals either have significant cancellation or they lead to the 

re-enforcement of IBASE, which both decrease Ax. 

The Axm values due to z'SMX corresponding to Pattern B and O.ofim track pitch 

are shown in Fig. 5.11. Ax due to isMX is minimum at A/6, which corresponds to 

the minimum XTR value. The values of Axm for Pattern B are greater than those of 

Pattern A, because of the higher optical system MTF for the lower frequency data 

pattern. From Fig. 5.11 it is also seen that the significant distortion at A/6 groove 

depth corresponds to ATS values of 0 and 3T/5. Shapes of the IBASE ISMX 

signals are different, as shown in Fig. 5.12 for Pattern B at A/6 groove depth and 0 

ATS. Particularly near the crossing points of IBASE, ISMX has significant amplitude, 

which results in jitter at the data signal transition. The difference in the signal shape 

arises from the nature of the disk/spot interaction. Figure 5.13 is a schematic of 

the disk/spot interaction for scanning off-track marks. The shape of the marks is 
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FIGURE 5.7. The variation of the total crosstalk jitter 
values versus groove depth for a track pitch of 0.5^m and 
Pattern A. The minimum crosstalk range (RA) occurs 
over a range of groove depths from A/4.3 to A/4. 
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FIGURE 5.8. IBASB,  ̂ SMX and I IMX versus scan location 
for Pattern A at A/4 groove depth and ATS of 0. isMX 
and iiMX are out of phase and cancel. 
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FIGURE 5.9. IBASE, ISMX and I IMX versus scan location 
for Pattern A at A/4 groove depth and ATS of T/o. 
isMX and iiMX partially cancel. 
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FIGURE 5.10. IBASE-,  ISMX and I IMX versus scan lo
cation for Pattern A at A/4 groove depth and ATS of 
4T/5. ISMX and I IMX re-inforce IBASE-
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FIGURE 5.11. The variation of the SMX jitter values 
versus groove depth for a track pitch of 0.5fim and Pat
tern B. The minimum crosstalk Ax occurs at a groove 
depth of A/6. 
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FIGURE 5.12. IBASE-,  ^SMX and I IMX versus scan loca
tion at A/6 groove depth and ATS of 0. 
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FIGURE 5.13. The disk/spot interaction that results 
in isMX- The period of the marks is the inverse of the 
Abbe frequency. 

elliptical, which results in an effective spacing increase between the marks for off-track 

scanning. Therefore, the portion of the readout signal that corresponds to the laser 

spot being over the lands is longer compared to when the laser spot is over the marks. 

This readout anamoly introduces the kind of distortion into isMX tha-t is observed in 

Fig. 5.12. 

Figure 5.14 is a plot of the values due to iiux corresponding to Pattern B. 

Ax for IMX is minimum close to groove depth of A/8, which also corresponds to the 

minimum XTR value for IMX. For groove depths less than A/8, the most significant 

contributions to Ax from I[MX come from the 0, r/5 and 4r/5 ATS values. For 

groove depths greater than A/8, the most significant contributions come from the 0 

and r/5 ATS values. At A/6, which corresponds to the minimum value of Ax for 

isMX, Ax due to iiMX is 3%. From Fig. 5.12 it is seen that irMX has a larger 

amplitude than ISMX, which is confirmed by the plots of XTRSMX and XTRIMX in 

Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. For 0 ATS, the shapes of the isMX aJid hux signals 

are the same, but are exactly out of phase. Therefore, there is significant cancellation 
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FIGURE 5.14. The variation of the Pattern B IMX jitter 
values versus groove depth for a track pitch of O.o^m. 
The minimum Ax occurs close to the groove depth of 
A/8. 

between isMX and i/ux for 0 ATS. This result is to be compared with the signals 

at ATS = r/5, which are shown in Fig. 5.15. The isMX and ifux signals have 

the same shape, however the phase is different. Also, there is a phase difference with 

respect to IBASE- Therefore, at A/6 groove depth, the signals at ATS = T/5 introduce 

significant Ax for the total crosstalk, which is shown in Fig. 5.16. At A/8 there is 

significant Ax from isMX- The minimum distortion for total crosstalk occurs at A/5.5 

and A/4.5, which is 2%. From Fig. 5.16 it is observed that the jitter values for ATS 

0, T/5 and 4T/5 result in the largest values of Ax^ over the range of groove depths. 

The distortion due to irux is larger than isMXi because iiMX has a larger amphtude 

by a factor of two compared to isux- The Ax introduced by ii^x is greater than 

the Ax introduced by isMx by a factor of three. 

For the high-density 0.5fj,m track pitch media Pattern B at the groove depths of 

A/5.5 and A/4.5, the Ax introduced by irux is greater than the Ax introduced from 

ATS = 0 
ATS = T/5 
ATS = 2T/5 
ATS=3T/5 
ATS = 4T/5 
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FIGURE 5.15. ibase^ isMX AND iiMx versus scan loca
tion at A/6 groove depth and ATS oiT/o. 

isMX- The total Ax is 2%, which is t\\n.ce the amount that is considered tolerable. 

The values of Axm are larger for Pattern B than Pattern A due to the larger MTF 

values for Pattern B. Also, the crosstalk signals from Pattern B have significantly-

different shapes compared to iBASB, whereas the crosstalk signals from Pattern A 

have a similar shape to isASE- This shape difference also results in larger Ax for 

Pattern B. 

Figure 5.17 is a plot of the Axm values due to isMX for Pattern B with 0.65^m 

track pitch. The value of Ax is a minimum of 0.2% for A/6 groove depth, which 

also corresponds to the groove depth for minimum XTRSMX value at -45dB. The 

track pitch increase from the high-density to the moderate density medium results in 

a decrease of the isMX amplitude by 14dB, hence the Ax value at A/6 is much smaller 

than the high-density medium for Pattern B. Figure 5.18 is a plot of the Axm values 

due to i[MX for Pattern B with 0.65)Lim track pitch. All the Ax values axe less than 

1%, therefore the contribution of IIMX is tolerable. The values of XTRIMX are also 
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FIGURE 5.16. The contributions from isMx -riiMX for Pattern B 
versus groove depth corresponding to a track pitch of 0.5^m. The mini
mum Ax values occur at groove depths of A/5.5 and A/4.5, respectively. 
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FIGURE 5.17. The Axm values due to isMX FOR Pattern 
B corresponding to a track pitch of 0.65//M. 
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FIGURE 5.18. The Aarm values from iiMX correspond
ing to Pattern B for a track pitch of 0.65/:im. 
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FIGURE 5.19. The Axm contributions from isMX+irux 
for Pattern B corresponding to a track pitch of 0.65/j.m. 

tolerable over the range of groove depths. Figure 5.19 is a plot of the Axm values 

from is MX + iiMX for Pattern B with 0.65 fj,m track pitch. The Ax values due to 

total crosstalk are acceptable over most of the groove depth range. For groove depths 

shallower than A/20, Ax increases over 1%. This increase is from the contribution 

of isMx- Therefore, for Pattern B corresponding to the track pitch of 0.65yLim, the 

jitter and XTR from iimx are tolerable, whereas the contribution of isMX to Ax 

and XTR is border line acceptable for most grooves depths and is acceptable for 

A/6 groove depth. The most significant contributions of isux to Ax are for groove 

depths less than A/20. It is clear that isMX is the dominant form of crosstalk for 

moderate-density media, and the most significant measure of crosstalk is jitter. 

The Axm values for Pattern A corresponding to the 0.65fj,m track pitch are all 

well below the 1% threshold level. The XTR and Ax^ values for Pattern A and B 

corresponding to the conventional DVD-RAM are also acceptable. 

Therefore, from the discussion of signal groups and their formation from the 
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EBASsid, 0), EsMx{OI ,  P) and EIMX{OL , P) detector patterns, an additional compo

nent of crosstalk irux is present in the readout signal. Media that have R values of 

2 and greater experience significant contributions from irMx- Media with R values of 

1.5 and greater experience significant contributions from isMX-

In order to characterize crosstalk correctly, jitter measurements of the readout 

signal are required. Ideally, both jitter and crosstalk ratio measurements define the 

crosstalk of a medixun. However, the jitter measurements are more substantial. The 

jitter measurements incorporate a larger number of parameters, as well as the isMX 

and i/A/x components of crosstalk, compared to the crosstalk ratio measurements, 

which only incorporate the isux component. That is, the jitter measurements incor

porate ATS, mark patterns and track pitch, whereas the crosstalk ratio measurements 

only incorporate mark pattern and track pitch with many measurements required in 

order to incorporate ATS. 

The data patterns and shape of the mark affect the shape of the crosstalk readout 

signal, which affects their contributions to Ax. For the lower frequency data pattern 

B there are more Fourier components in the readout signal, which changes it's shape 

from a simple sinusoidal trace. The elliptical shape of the data marks result in 

crosstalk signals that have a longer section over the portion of the signal corresponding 

to the laser spot being over the land compared to the spot. This effect is more 

noticeable for Pattern B than Pattern A. 

Media that have R values smaller than 1.5 have Ax values below the acceptable 

level of 1% and XTR values below the acceptable level of -32dB. 
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Chapter 6 

DETECTOR PATTERNS FROM OPTICAL DISKS 

In Chapter 4 it is shown that there are three types of detector patterns when scan

ning two-dimensional maxk structures.  The detector patterns are EBASE{OLI 

EsMx(ci, /3]Xq) and respectively. In this chapter, the irradiance mod

ulation of the detector patterns from scanning two-dimensional structures is discussed. 

In order to describe modulation of the detector patterns quantitatively, certain be

havior metrics are introduced. The modulations depends on media parameters, hence 

media parameters affect the behavior metrics. In Chapter 7 the effects of aberrations 

on EBASE{o:, P]XQ), EsMx{a,p-,xo) and E[mx{<^, P', ̂ o) are discussed with reference 

to the behavior metrics developed in this chapter. 

In the following sections two behavior metrics are introduced for scanning one-

dimensional phase and amplitude gratings. Tw^o additional behavior metrics are 

introduced for the scanning of two-dimensional mark structures. In total, four be

havior metrics are introduced. Once the behavior metrics are introduced, the results 

of computer simulations for two media types, three data patterns and eleven groove 

depths axe presented. The discussion of the detector patterns provides the founda

tion for crosstalk cancellation by means of a crosstalk cancellation signal generated 

from a quadrant pupil detector placed in the exit pupil of the data storage system. 

Experimental results of the crosstalk cancellation are presented. 

6.1 Behavior Metrics 

6.1.1 One-dimensional Amplitude and Phcise Gratings 

Equations (4.20), (4.21), (4.22) and (4.24) are the mathematical representations of 

the detector patterns that result from scanning one dimensional amplitude and phzise 
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iili 

Grating Vector 

FIGURE 6.1. A schematic of the 
grating scanned. 1, 2, 3 and 4 cor
respond to scan positions along 
the grating vector. 

gratings. For scaxining the gratings, the modulation of the detector pattern occurs 

in the overlap regions between the different diffraction orders in the pupil. This 

modulation results from changes in the relative phase between the orders as the 

grating is scanned. 

Figure 6.1 is a schematic of the grating that is scanned along it's grating vector. 

Positions 1, 2, 3 and 4 axe scan positions on the grating. The detector pattern 

corresponding to scan positions 1, 2, 3 and 4 for the phase and amplitude gratings 

are shown in Fig. 6.2. The irradiance modulation occurs over the orders distributed 

in the pupil. The modulation occurs the scan direction in the pupil, which is a. This 

modulation is described by Eqs. (4.20) - (4.22) and arises from the change in relative 

phase between the 0 and ±1 orders. For the amplitude grating, the modulation along 

a is symmetric. This is expected from Eq. (4.24) where the phase of the higher orders 

between cc > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil are the same. Irradiance in the o: > 0 

and q; < 0 portions of the pupil modulates with a relative phase that is dependent 



FIGURE 6.2. The detector patterns corresponding to scan positions 
1, 2, 3 and 4 on amplitude and phase gratings. The groove depth 
of the gratings are indicated. 
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FIGURE 6.3. (a) The central aperture detection signal (CA) for the amplitude 
and phase gratings, (b) The tangential push-pull signal for the amplitude and 
phase gratings. 

upon the phase depth of the grooves, as predicted by Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22). 

In order to quantify the modulation over the pupU, the first behavior metric is the 

integrated irradiance over the pupil, which is termed the central aperture detection 

(CA) signal. The second behavior metric is the tangential push-pull signal (TPP), 

or split detection signal which is the integrated irradiance over one half of the pupil 

subtracted from the integrated irradiance over the other half of the pupil. The halves 

of the pupil are chosen in a direction that is parallel to the scan direction of the spot 

on the disk. The TPP signal quantifies the symmetry of the modulation as the grating 

is scanned. For large TPP signals there is a large amount of modulation between the 

two halves of the pupil. 

Figure 6.3 are the CA and TPP signals resulting from scanning the amplitude 

and phase gratings. The integrated irradiance over the entire pupil varies very little 

in the case of phase gratings, which is confirmed by the CA signals in Fig. 6.3 (a). 

However, in the case of the amplitude grating there is significant modulation of the 
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integrated irradiance over the entire pupil. This difference occurs due to the amplitude 

modulation of the focused spot as the amplitude grating is scanned over regions of 

high and low reflectivity, whereas the amplitude of the reflected spot is constant in 

the case of the phase grating and the phase of the focused spot is modulated as 

the grating is scanned. The effect of the phase modulation is to redistribute light 

between the orders in the pupil according to the phase of the pupil fields as the 

grating is scanned. This result is confirmed by Fig. 6.1(b), which shows zero push-

pull modulation for the amplitude grating and significant modulation for the phase 

grating. The maximum push-pull amplitude occurs for groove depth of A/8, which is 

predicted by Eqs. (4.16) - (4.18). 

Therefore, the properties of the modulating light La the tangential direction of the 

pupil can be quantified by the CA signal and TPP signal, which form the first two 

behavior metrics. 

6.1.2 Scanning Two-dimensional Data Marks 

Chapter 4 shows that there are three types of detector patterns, EsASsict, /3;xq), 

EsMx{ct, P'li'o) and Eruxid- In the following sections the modulation of 

these detector patterns are discussed and quantified by additional behavior metrics. 

The BASE Detector Pattern EsASEio:, P]Xo) results from the combination of the on-

track and background Babinet pupil fields. The on-track data marks are arranged 

periodically along the x direction of the disk, which results in diffraction orders ar

ranged along the a direction of the pupil as illustrated in Fig. 6.4 . Scanning along 

X results in the irradiance modulation along the a direction of the pupil. Figure 6.5 

shows detector patterns corresponding to scanning the isolated data track of Fig. 6.6 . 

The disk spot interaction in Fig. 6.6 corresponds to a mark period that is the inverse 

of the Abbe frequency. The illuminating spot is from a truncated gaussian wave-field 
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FIGURE 6.4. A schematic showing the diSiraction orders 
along the a. direction of the pupil due to the periodic 
mark pattern arranged in the x direction. The cross-
hatched region where the 0, +m and —m diSraction 
orders overlap is where the pupil irradiajice modulates 
as the mark pattern is scanned. For a flat disk there are 
no diffraction orders arranged in the ^ direction of the 
pupil. The mark period along x is T. The diffraction 
angle in the a direction of the pupil dx is given by the 
grating equation. 

1  2  3 4 3  

FIGURE 6.5. EBASE{<^^ P ',S :O) corresponding to a write dark media 
for the groove depths indicated. 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to scan 
positions along the track period. 



FIGURE 6.6. The disk/spot interaction that results in 
EBASE{<^I The spot position corresponds to po
sition 1. The period of the marks is the inverse of the 
Abbe frequency. 
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FIGURE 6.7. The (a) CA and (b) TPP signals that result from 
scanning an isolated data track on a flat background and grooved 
background. 

in the illumination pupil. The position of the spot shown in Fig. 6.6 corresponds to 

scan position 1 on the period of the data track. 

The modulation of E BASE{<^^ ^ o )  is along the a  direction of the pupil, which 

is tangential to the data track. There is no modulation along the jB direction of the 

pupil. The modulation along a is symmetric for the flat disk, which is to be expected. 

The modulation along a in the presence of the grooved background is asymmetric 

due to the relative phase of the higher diffraction orders between the a > 0 and 

a < 0 portions of the pupil. As in the case of the amplitude and phase grating 

of Section 6.1.1, the modulation of EeASEioi-, occxirs in the same direction as 

the scan. Therefore, the CA and TPP signals are good behavior metrics to describe 

EsASEioL, P]XQ). Figure 6.7 shows the CA and TPP signals for two data patterns, 

where the data marks have dark reflectivity. The two data patterns are A and B, 

which have periods of x/na and 2x/na, respectively. The signals resulting from 

maxks written on the grooved background have a large TPP signal compared to the 
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FIGURE 6.8. The disk/spot interaction that results in 
EsMxipc^ ^IXQ). The spot position coiresponds to po
sition 1. The period of the marks is the inverse of the 
Abbe frequency. 

flat background. The CA signals for the grooved background have less modulation 

than from the flat background because there is less light in the pupil when there are 

grooves. The CA and TPP modulation amplitudes are greater for pattern B because 

the ±1 diffraction orders for pattern B are diffracted less outside the pupil than for 

Pattern A, which means the optical modulation transfer function has a higher value 

for Pattern B than A. 

The SMX Detector Pattern ESMX{<^^ results from the combination of the off-

track and background Babinet pupil fields. Figure 6.8 shows the disk/spot interaction 

that leads to Esmx{<^, P', 3:^). The off-track data marks are displaced from the 

focused spot by yo, which introduces a linear phase into the off-track Babinet pupil 

field that varies linearly along P in the pupil. The result is a rotational modulation 

of ESMX{O^I as the disk is scanned, as shown in Fig. 6.9. For flat media the 

fringes represented by Eqs. (4.56) and (4.57) modulate the detector pattern. These 
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FIGURE 6.9. EsMxip-, P'li'o) corresponding to a write dark media 
for the groove depths indicated. 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to scan 
positions along the track period. 

fringes are centered in the pupil and have a well defined rotational modulation. The 

presence of grooves introduces the fringes represented by Eq. (4.58) and (4.59), which 

depend on the phase depth of the grooves and are shifted along the direction of 

the pupil. The result is a modulation that has radial components. The degree to 

which the modulation of ESMX{<^, /3',xo) is rotational and/or radial is determined 

by the groove phase. To quantify the rotational and radial modulations, the next 

two behavior metrics are introduced. These are the quadrant pupil detection (QPD) 

signal and radial push-pull (RPP) signal, respectively. Figure 4.4 is a schematic of the 

segmentation in the quadrant pupil detector. The QPD signal is formed by taking the 

sum of the integrated irradiance from quadrants I and II and subtracting the result 

from the sum of quadrants II and W. Mathematically, 

'i'QPD = if + iiii ~ in — iiv- (6-1) 

The radial push-pull signal is formed by subtracting the integrated irradiance in the 

P > 0 portion of the pupil from the < 0 portion of the pupil. In this context the 

/? direction is orthogonal to the track direction and is therefore the radial direction. 

Figure 6.10 shows the CA, RPP and QPD signals for scanning an isolated data track 

displaced yo from the focused spot. 
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FIGURE 6.10. The (a) RPP, (b) CA and (c) QPD signals from 
isMx for a flat background and a grooved background. 
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For the flat disk there is a strong rotational modulation, which results in substan

tial QPD signal contributions, whUe the RPP signal contribution is neglible because 

-^smx(q:>/5;xo) being centered in the pupil. Any change in the ^ > 0 portion of 

the pupU is matched by the same change in the < 0 portion of the pupil, result

ing in zero RPP signal. When the grooves are introduced, the detector pattern is 

shifted along P, which has the effect of increasing the RPP signal. For groove depth 

of A/6 the modulation of EsMx{ct, P',S:q) is mostly radial with a small QPD signal 

contribution. 

The IMX Detector Pattern P', ̂ 0,^0) results from the interference of the on-

track and off-track Babinet pupil fields. As seen from Eq. (4.83) the result is an 

intermodulation term with positive and negative values as a function of the cosine 

argument. Figure 6.11 is the disk/spot interaction that results in EiMxict^ ^0^ ^o)• 

As described in Chapter 4, the modulation of EF^XIC^- ,  P]  XQ, X 'Q)  has strong ro

tational components from the linear phase along and the linear variation of phase 

along OL with scan ordinate. Figure 6.12 shows EfMx{o:,^-,X0,XQ) detector patterns 

for an on-track and off-track mark period of X/NA at zero groove depth and a groove 

depth of A/8. There is a well defined rotational modulation of EJUXICT, ±0, X'Q) 

for all groove depths. The effect of the grooves is to shift the fringes that make up 

ErMxioi^-, /?; XQ, Xq) along the direction. There is no radial modulation introduced as 

a function of groove depth, which is contrary to the radial modulation introduced in 

ESMX{OL, Xg) as a function of groove depth. The variation in the QPD signal ampli

tude with groove depth for the IMX component is purely a result of fringes shifting in 

the pupil. The variation of the CA signal with groove depth for the IMX component 

has the same dependence as the QPD signal variation with groove depth due to the 

effect of shifting fringes, which results in positive and negative irradiance contribu

tions cancelling each other in the pupil when EIMX(OL, XQ, X'Q) is integrated. The 



FIGURE 6.11. The disk/spot interaction correspond
ing to E[Mx{ct, P', XQ). The spot is located at position 
1. The period of the marks is the inverse of the Abbe 
frequency. 

FIGURE 6.12. EiMx{oi, P-,XQ ,XQ) corresponding to a write dark 
media for the groove depths indicated. 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond 
to scan positions along the track period. The portions in the pupil 
that have the brightest appearance are positive irradiance contribu
tions and the portions that appear darkest are negative irradiance 
contributions. 
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cancellatioa is maximized for a groove depth of A/8, which corresponds to a groove 

phase of O.Stt. At O.Svr phase there are equal amounts of positive and negative ir-

radiance contributions in the pupil. This is confirmed by Fig. 5.4, where there is a 

minimum in the IMX XTR for A/8 groove depth. 

In summary, the modulation of the detector patterns is described using four be

havior metrics. The behavior metrics are: 

• CA detection signal (ica) 

Quantify the modulation over the entire pupil 

• TPP signal (Z'TPP) 

Quantify the degree of detector pattern symmetry along a 

• RPP signal { I R P P )  

Quantify the degree of detector pattern radial modulation 

• QPD signal {IQPD) 

Quantify the rotational modulation of the detector pattern 

In the following sections, the behavior metrics are used to describe the behavior of 

the detector patterns for different media parameters. Media parameters include the 

mark and land reflectivity, the frequency of the data patterns and the groove depth 

of the pre-grooves. The results of computer simulations are presented. In the final 

section of this chapter experimental results that show cancellation of SMX crosstalk 

by use of the QPD signal axe presented. 
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6.2 Simulation Parameters 

The media parameters include two media types, three data patterns and eleven groove 

depths. The first media type has a low mark reflectivity and a high land reflectivity. 

This media type is a "write dark" media and is referred to as Media I. The second 

media type has a high mark reflectivity and a low land reflectivity. This media type 

is a "write bright" media and is referred to as Media II. Two data patterns are 

used in the simulation of BASE and S]VIX. The first is Pattern A, which is made 

up of elliptically shaped data marks with a period that is the inverse of the Abbe 

frequency. The second is Pattern B, which is also made up of elliptically shaped 

marks, but written with a mark period that is the inverse of half the Abbe frequency. 

For the IMX study, an additional data pattern is written, which is Pattern C. The 

on-track mark period of Pattern C is the inverse of the Abbe frequency, and the off-

track period is the inverse of half the Abbe frequency. The three data patterns are 

illustrated in Fig. 6.13. 

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 contain the simulated media parameters, wavelength and nu

merical aperture used. The range of groove depths chosen results in a range of 

groove phase that lie between 0 and tt, which is half the period of a cosine function. 

6.3 Simulation Results 

The results of the computer simulations for each detector pattern are presented sep

arately. 

6.3.1 The BASE Detector Pattern 

Figure 6.14 contains the variation of the CA and TPP signal amplitudes versus groove 

depth for Media I, II and Patterns A and B. Media I has larger amplitude versus 

groove depth than Media II. This arises from the relative effects of the interference 
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FIGURE 6.13. The simulated data patterns. Posi
tions 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to scan locations on 
the data patterns (a) Pattern A. High frequency 
on-track and off-track data marks, (b) Pattern B. 
low frequency on-track and off-track data marks, 
(c) Pattern C. High frequency on-track data marks 
and low frequency off-track data marks. 
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TABLE 6.1. The simulated media parameters. The simulation parameters include 
wavelength, groove depth, mark lengths and maxk widths of Patterns -A., B and C, 
and reflectivities for Media I and II. 

A 0.65^m 

NA 0-6 

Grooved Background Track Pitch O.o^im 

Groove Depths 0, A/40, A/20 3A/40, A/10, A/8 

6A/40, 7A/40, A/5, 9A/40, A/4 

Mark Width 0.4yum 

Mark Length (Pattern .A) 0.54/im 

Mark Length (Pattern B) l.OS^m 

On-track Mark Length (Pattern C) 0.54/Lfm 

Off-track Mark Length (Pattern C) l-OSfim 
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TABLE 6.2. The simulated media parameters. The simulation parameters include 
wavelength, groove depth, mark lengths and mark widths of Patterns A, B and C, 
and reflectivities for Media I and II. 

Media I r^f 0.006 

Media I 0.2 

Media II 0.2 

Media II 0.006 

fringes in EBASE{<^, P ;XQ), which are represented by Eqs. (4.39) - (4.41). For Media I, 

the land reflectivity r/; is small, resulting in small values of r^Ar so the relative effects 

on the detector pattern modulation of fiinges that are formed by the interference of 

the on-track Babinet fields with the background Babinet fields are greater in Media I 

than in Media II. Therefore, the effect of the fringe represented by Eq. (4.41), which 

is the only fringe that is explicitly dependent on (pc, is greater for Media I compared 

to Media II. Hence, the effects of the grooved substrate for a write dark media type 

is greater than that of a write bright medium. 

The modulation of the CA signal decreases in the presence of grooves, because 

of the decrease in the amotmt of light present in the pupil. The modulation of the 

TPP signal peaks at A/8 groove depth for both media types and data patterns, 

because there is maximum asymmetry along the modulation direction in the pupil 

for A/8 groove depth. The same behavior occurs in the case of the one-dimensional 

phase grating. The amplitude of the TPP signal for Media II is generally smaller 
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FIGURE 6.14. The variation of the Ebase{oc-, P-S:o) (a) CA and 
(b) TPP signal amplitudes versus groove depth for Media I and II, 
Patterns a and B. 

than the TPP amplitude for Media I, which results from EBASE{(^-, having a 

more symmetric tangential modulation. In all cases, the amplitude of modulation for 

Pattern B is greater than Pattern A due to the optical transfer function. 

6.3.2 The SMX Detector Pattern 

Figures 6.15 and 6.16 contain the CA, QPD and RPP signal amplitudes versus groove 

depth for Media I and II and Patterns A and B. As in the case of the BASE detector 

pattern, the relative effects of the fringes is determined by the value of r^Ar. For 

Media I the effects of the grooves is greater, due to a higher value of r/,Ar in the 

"write dark" medium. 

The CA signal in Fig. 6.15(a) from Esmx{ol, P; x o )  has less modulation than 

EBASE{O:,0-,XO) in Fig. 6.14(a) due to the linear phase introduced into the off-

track Babinet pupil field that arises from the displacement of the focused spot from 

the off-track data marks. The CA amplitude in Fig 6.15(a) is minimum at A/6 
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FIGURE 6.15. The variation of the ESMX{CT,  /3 :XQ) (a) CA and 
(b) QPD signal amplitudes versus groove depth for Media I and II, 
Patterns A and B. 
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FIGURE 6.16. The variation of the (a) RPP and (b) QPD signal 
amplitudes corresponding to ESMX{OC,P-,X'Q) versus groove depth 
for Media II. 
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groove depth, which is confirmed in the literature [Miyagawa et al., 1993]. The QPD 

signal amplitude in Fig. 6.15(b) is a minimum at A/7 for Media I Patterns and 

B, and Media II Pattern A. The RPP signal in Fig. 6.16(a) at A/6 is close to the 

maximum, which indicates that the modulation of ESMX{<^^ ^O) at A/6 groove depth 

is mostly radial. The radial-only modulation means that there are equal amoimts of 

positive and negative irradiance contributions in the pupil from the modulation of 

which result in ceinceUation of the CA signal. This behavior only 

occurs when the modulation is totally radial. Cancellation of the CA signal does 

not occur at A/8 groove depth because there is a significant amount of rotational 

modulation. 

The RPP signal is a maximum for all media types and data patterns at A/8 groove 

depth. At A/8 groove depth, the fringes represented by Eqs. (4.57) and (4.58) are 

shifted along P to the point that there are equal amounts of positive and negative 

irradiance contributions. This shift has the effect of introducing the greatest amount 

of asymmetry along /?, which results in the greatest amplitude of the RPP signal. 

The net modtilation still contains rotational QPD components. 

Pattern A Media I has a larger QPD signal amplitude than Pattern B, because the 

dhl diffraction orders from the Pattern B off-track Babinet fields overlap in the pupil, 

which decreases the rotational modulation. The QPD signal amplitude for Media II 

is less than Media I because of the factor in Eqs. (4.57) - (4.59). The effect of the 

ovelapping ±1 diffraction orders from the off-track Babinet fields for Media II Pattern 

B is to change the dependence of the QPD signal amplitude with groove depth. 

The Media I RPP signal amplitudes are larger than the Media II RPP signal 

amplitudes due to the increased effect of r^Ar in the fringes represented by Eqs. 

(4.57) - (4.59) in Media 1. 
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FIGURE 6.17. The variation of the (a)_RPP, (b) CA and (c) 
QPD signal amplitudes corresponding to EruxioL, /S] XQ,XQ) versus 
groove depth for Media I and II, Patterns A and C. 

6.3.3 The IMX Detector Pattern 

The CA, RPP and QPD signals for EFMXIO:, /3; XQ, X'Q) are shown in Fig. 6.17. The 

value of Ar^ is the same for Media I and II, therefore P',3:o,XQ) for Media I 

and II is the same. 

The amount of modulation for the CA behavior metric is greater for Pattern C 

than Pattern A due to the increased modulation from the low frequency ofF-track data 

marks in data Pattern C compared to Pattern A. The increased rotational modulation 

that results in higher QPD signals for Pattern C results from the adjacent track 

shift between the on-track and off-track marks. The rotation of both SMX and IMX 

detector patterns occurs when the focused spot interacts with edges of the data marks. 

When there is adjacent track shift, such as in the case of Pattern C, the effect of the 

mark edges on the IMX detector pattern is greater, resulting in increased rotational 
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FIGURE 6.18. EfMxict, P; Xq, XQ) for Media I and 11, Patterns A 
and C, with a flat background field. 

modulation. Figure 6.18 shows the detector patterns for Patterns A and C with a 

flat background field. The increased roational modulation for Pattern C is evident. 

As stated in Section 6.1.2, E/MXICT, J3; XO, X'Q) experiences no loss of rotational 

modulation with groove depth, despite the loss of QPD signal at A/8. The rotational 

modulation remains constant for changing groove depth. The variation of the QPD 

signal and CA signal with groove depth occurs due to the shift of the fringes that 

make up ^^S:Q,X'Q) along P. The eSect of the shifted fringes on the overall 

modulation of E[Mxioc, jS] xq, Xq) is different than the effect on Esuxi^L^ 

The same argument explains the variation of RPP with groove depth. The varia

tion of RPP with groove depth is a result of positive and negative irradiance contri

butions combining together in the pupil to affect the RPP signal. For example at A/8 

groove depth the subtraction of the integrated irradiance from the 0 < 0 portion of 

the pupQ from the integrated irradiance from the > 0 portion of the pupil results 

in the addition of signals, which results in the peak RPP signal amplitude. 
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6.3.4 Summary of Detector Pattern Behavior 

In summary, four behavior metrics are introduced to describe and quantify the mod

ulation of the detector patterns. It is sho\vTi that the CA signal quantifies the mod

ulation of the detector pattern over the entire pupil, the TPP signal quantifies the 

asymmetry of the EBASEipc, p-,xo) modulation along the tangential direction of the 

pupil, the QPD signal quantifies the rotational modulation of ESMX(<^T P', ^Q) and 

/3-, XQ, XQ) about the center of the pupil, RPP quantifies the radial modula

tion of ESMXIPC, X'Q). 

The variation of the CA amplitude resulting from EsASEict, P', ̂ o) versus groove 

depth for Media I follows a cosine function variation from the effect of the groove 

dependent fringes. The CA amplitude variation due to EsASEio^-, /3;xo) for Media 

II has very little variation due to groove depth, because of the low resulting signal 

amplitude of the the groove dependent fringes. The effect of grooves also results in 

asymmetric variation of EBASE{OC, P-.IO) along the tangential direction of the pupil. 

The asymmetry is quantified by the magnitude of TPP. For Media I and II, the 

"Tftkximum TPP signal occurs at A/8 groove depth. 

The variation of CA in the case of EsMxifii, /3; f q) is due to a rotational modulation 

of the fringes with a minimum modulation over the entire pupil at A/6 groove depth. 

In the case of Media I, the minimum CA signal for Esuxict-, 0', £'o) corresponds to a 

maximum in the RPP signal and close to a minimum in the QPD signal. Therefore, 

the modulation at A/6 groove depth is largely radial for Media I. The RPP and QPD 

signals for Media II have much smaller amplitudes compared to Media I. The RPP 

signals from EsMxict, for Media II are maximum at A/8. The QPD signal from 

ESMX{OC, £q) for Media II Pattern A is minimum at A/6, for Pattern B the minimum 

QPD amplitude is at 0 groove depth. Therefore, in the case of Media II Pattern B, 

EsMxipL, has increasing rotational modulation with increasing groove depth. 

EIMX{OC, P-XQ,XQ) is the same for Media I and II. The variation of the behavior 
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metrics for P; XQ, X 'Q) versus groove depth is laxgely an ejffect of the fringes 

composing EiMxipc, /?; io, Xq) shifting radially. RPP, QPD and CA all have minimum 

amplitudes at A/8 groove depth. 

6.4 Crosstalk Cancellation by Electronic Filtering 

In this section the cancellation of crosstalk by means of a crosstalk cancellation signal 

generated from the QPD signal is discussed. 

6.4.1 Quadrant Pupil Detection 

Figure 4.4 is a schematic of the quadrant pupil detector. As discussed in Section 6.1.2, 

the QPD signal is formed by taking the difference between the sum of the diagonal 

quadrants. Mathematically, 

iQPD = if + ifii — irr — irv- (6.2) 

For scanning an off-track data pattern, MUster et al. [Milster et al., 1996] has shown 

^"that iqpD has the same phase relationship to the first time based differential of the 

off-track data signal modulation, which is disMxIdt. Mathematically, 

iqpD^SMX = K{uj) (6-3) 

where K(cj) is the product of the optical system and electronic transfer functions. In 

the simulations and experiments Kiu) is optimized empirically. 

Figures 6.19 and 6.20 are plots of isMx, iiMX-, respectively and the SMX and IMX 

contributions to IQPD as a function of the scan position. As can be seen, isMX and 

IQPD,SMX have a 7r/2 relative phase. The relative phase between IQPDJMX and I IMX 

depends on the type of data pattern being scanned. Therefore, QPD is an effective 

crosstalk cancellation scheme for cancelling SMX crosstalk, but is highly dependent 

on the data patterns being scanned for the cancellation of IMX crosstalk. 
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In the following sections, the results of computer simulations and a proof-of-

principle experiment for QPD crosstalk cancellation, are outlined. 

6.4.2 Simulation Parameters and Results 

Simulations and experiments are performed with a Compact Disk re-writable (CD-

RW) optical disk with data recorded on the lands and grooves of the disk. Normally, 

data are recorded on the lands and the grooves are used only for tracking purposes. In 

our experiment, the data are recorded at double density in order to obtain substantial 

crosstalk levels. 

Table 6.3 is a table containing the simulation parameters. The CD-RW disk 

tracking grooves are A/8 deep, have 20% duty cycle and 1.6^m for tracking groove 

pitch. Data are recorded with a 0.8^m track pitch. The CD-RW format is write 

dark, which is low mark reflectivity and relatively high background reflectivity. In the 

simulations there are two data patterns. The first is Pattern A, which is a monotone 

data pattern with on-track and off-track mark lengths of 1.2fj.m and mark width of 

,0.6p.7n. The second is Pattern B, which is a dual tone data pattern with 1.2)um 

on-track mark length and 3.6^m off-track mark length. The longer off-track data 

marks results in a greater amount of crosstalk due to the higher value of the scanning 

optical system transfer function. Therefore, Pattern B is also known as a "worse case" 

crosstalk data pattern. Figure 6.21 is a schematic of the data patterns and grooved 

substrate used in the CD-RW simulations. 

Equation (6.4) is a mathematical description of the signal components in the total 

readout signal. 

IROT = ISASE + ISMX + IIMX, (6-4) 

The iqpD signal, which contains IMX as well as SMX components, is first low-pass 

filtered. The cutoff frequency of the low-pass filter is 20% higher than the scan-track 

frequency. Also, ZQPD is filtered by a triangle function that emulates the transfer 



TABLE 6.3. Table of simulated disk parameters for CD-RW . 

Simulation Parameter Value of Parcimeter 

Number of Pupil Sample Points (Np) 58 

Number of Points in DFT (iV) 512 

Disk Sampling (Ax) 0.066fj,m 

Wavelength (A) Q.Qblim 

Numerical Aperture 0.56 

Disk Matrix Size 1000x1000 

On-track mark length (Pattern A) 1.2^m 

Off-track mark length (Pattern A) \.1lim 

On-track mark length (Pattern B) 1.2/im 

Off-track mark length (Pattern B) ^.QfjLrn 

Mark reflectivity (TM) 0.01 

Land reflectivity ( r ^ )  0.1 
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FIGURE 6.21. (a) Simulated Pattern A. The on-track and off-track mark 
lengths are 1.2fj,m. The recorded data track pitch is 0.8/j,m and the mark 
width is (b) Simulated Pattern B. The on-track mark length is 
1.2^m and the off-track mark length is 3.6fj,m. The width of the marks 
are Pattern B is a "worse case" crosstalk pattern. 
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FIGURE 6.22. Before d{isMX + iiMx)/dt and after 
dinEs/dt crosstalk signals plotted as a function of scan 
position for (a) Pattern A and (b) Pattern B. 

function of the scanning system. The resulting filtered iQPo signal is subtracted 

from, dirorldt to form the differential signal dinEsldt. Figure 6.22 is a plot of the 

differential crosstalk signals before and after cancellation for Pattern A and Pattern 

B. 

For Pattern A, the crosstalk ratio reduces an additional -21dB with respect to 

- the differential crosstalk ratio before cancellation. The resulting crosstalk ratio after 

cancellation for Pattern A is -Z8dB. For the worse case pattern, Pattern B, there is 

an additional -ISdB crosstalk cancellation, resulting in a total -ZldB crosstalk ratio. 

For both patterns, the addition of the crosstalk cancellation circuit brought the XTR 

into an acceptable range. 

6.4.3 Experimental Parameters and Results 

For the experiments, two data patterns are recorded. The first is Pattern C, which is 

similar to the worse case crosstalk pattern. Pattern B. The second pattern, Pattern 

D, is a low frequency on-track pattern and high-frequency off-track pattern. The 

value of the transfer function, iir(a;) is optimized with respect to each off-track data 

pattern. Table 6.4 is a table of the experimental parameters. 



TABLE 6.4. Table of experimental parameters. 

Experimental Parameter Value of Parameter 

Wavelength (A) 0.65/im 

Numerical Aperture 0.56 

On-track mark length (Pattern C) 1.2/Lim 

Oflf-track mark length (Pattern C) 2.0^m 

On-track mark length (Pattern D) T.Ofim 

Off-track mark length (Pattern D) 
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FIGURE 6.23. The differential readout signal, diTOTldt 
as a function of scan position before and after crosstalk 
cancellation with IQPD-

For Pattern C, the effect of the crosstalk cancellation is to reduce the crosstalk 

level by -lOdB to -28dB. There is aJso an additional -7dB cancellation of the IMX 

cro^talk. This cancellation of irux is quite co-incidental, as iqpd is optimized for 

cancellation of isMX- Jitter measurements indicate reduction in jitter from 9.62ns to 

3.97ns, which is a reduction by a factor of 2.5. 

In the case of Pattern D, the IQPD signal reduced the amount of distortion from 

the high frequency off-track marks, as shown in Fig. 6.23, which is the oscilloscope 

trace of the differential readout signal before and after cancellation. The asymmetry 

of the high frequency distortion either side of the differential readout peaks before 

cancellation arise from the iiMxif) contribution. has it's maximum contri

bution when the focused laser spot interacts with the low frequency on-track marks 

and high frequency off-track marks simultaneously. 

Therefore, from simulation and experimental results, the QPD crosstalk cancella

tion scheme achieves effective cancellation of SMX crosstalk with some IMX crosstalk 

Before 
After 
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cancellation. However, for high density media, the contribution of IMX crosstalk to 

iqPD results in distortion of the crosstalk cancellation signal, which results in distor

tion of the corrected signal. QPD cancellation is only useful for correction of SMX 

crosstalk. A possible solution is to utilize a 50% duty cycle grooved disk, optimized 

for minimum iiux-, in conjtmction with QPD. Cancellation of IMX is achieved by 

a groove depth of A/8, which results in minimum I]VIX crosstalk. QPD is used to 

achieve cancellation of SMX. The result would be the cancellation of SMX and IMX. 
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Chapter 7 

EFFECTS OF ABERRATIONS ON THE DETECTOR 
PATTERNS 

In this chapter, the effects of the primary aberrations on the detector patterns from 

scanning one and two-dimensional structures are discussed. The effects are quanti

tatively described by the variations of the behavior metrics introduced in Chapter 6. 

The behavior metrics are I'cAr T-TPP, IUPP and. IGPO- These quantify the modulation 

of the detector patterns over the entire pupil, the a > 0 and a; < 0 regions of the 

pupil, the yS > 0 and ^ < Q portions of the pupil and the rotational modulation of 

the pupil, respectively. Aberrations are introduced in the illumination pupil of the 

data storage system. Orientations of the rotationally as5rmmetric aberrations of coma 

and cistigmatism are distinguished by the direction of the focused spot flare. In other 

words, coma X has the flare of the focused spot in the x direction of the disk or 

grating, which is the tangential direction. Astigmatism X has the flare of the focused 

spot in the x direction of the disk or grating, which means that the astigmatic phase 

is arranged in the ^ direction of the illumination pupil. Coma Y and astigmatism Y 

have the flare of their focused spots in the ?/, or radial, direction of the disk. 

7.1 One-dimensional Amplitude and Phase Gratings 

In this Section, the change in the distribution of light in the pupil with aberra

tions for scanning a one-dimensional grating is discussed. The discussion of the 

one-dimensional grating provides insight into the behavior of the EBASE{OL^^]XQ), 

ESMX(OC, ^;XQ) and Eruxioi, P', 3:Q, £'Q) detector patterns. 

Equation (4.15) is the mathematical expression describing the distribution of the 

scalar field from a one-dimensional grating in the collection pupil of the data storage 
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TABLE 7.1. The Zemike polyiioinial terms for aX astigmatism, coma and spherical 
aberration introduced into the illimiination field. 

Zernike Polynoinial Aberration Term 

|[p2cos20] + f[2p2 _ 1] Astigmatism Y, curvature along the a direction 

|[p2 COS 29] -  f [2p2 _ 1] Astigmatism X, curvature along the direction 

|[(3p̂  - 2p) sin0] Third-order Coma X, odd phase oriented along A 

|[(3p̂  — 2p) COS0] Third-order Coma Y, odd phase oriented along P 

|[6p'' - 6p2 + 1] Third Order Spherical aberration 

system. Aberrations distort the phase of the illumination field. Therefore, 

OILL{OI,L3) DILLIA,P)EXP[2TRIW{A,P)]. (7.1) 

The aberrations introduced into the illumination pupil are in the Zernike poynomial 

form. Therefore the aberrations of a given order contain terms of lower order that 

combine to give minimum wavefront variance of the wavefront in the illumination 

pupil. For example third order spherical aberration is combined with an equal an 

opposite magnitude of defocus to give minimum wavefront variance. 

How the aberration in the illumination field affects the field in the collection pupil 
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for scanning a one-dimensional phase grating is described by the following expression, 

OcoLLipc. 13) = rcOfLLia, /3) exp [27riW{a, P)] + irL(exp [i(l)o\ - 1) (7.2) 

X ^ Am exp [-Iwim ( ^ J ]drLL{a - /3) exp [27riW(a - P)], 
m=-M ^ 

where X is the period of the grating along the scan direction, which is along the 

grating vector. The aberrations in the collection pupil field are spatially distributed 

among the diffiraction orders. This distribution results in shear among the fields in 

the diflEraction orders. The resulting irradiance distribution is an interference pat

tern that is essentially a shearing interferogram, which are commonly used in optical 

testing [Malacara, 1992]. 

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the detector patterns for scanning one-dimensional 

phase and amplitude gratings along the grating vector in the presence of aberration. 

The modulation of the detector pattern as the gratings are scanned depends on the 

type of aberration present. For some aberration types, like coma Y and medial 

astigmatism, the modulation is rotational. The rotational modulation due to coma Y 

arises from the odd phase functional dependence along ^ in the pupil combined with 

a linearly varying phase function along a as the grating is scanned. The rotational 

modulation occurs in the presence of coma Y for amplitude and phase gratings. The 

rotational modulation due to medial astigmatism occurs from the diagonal phase 

distribution in the pupil from the astigmatism and the linearly varying phase along 

a. Fig. 7.3 is a mesh plot of the illumination pupil phase resulting from medial 

astigmatism. The diagonal phase distribution is clearly seen. However, the rotational 

modulation over the entire pupil from medial astigmatism occurs only for scanning 

phase gratings. In the case of scanning amplitude gratings in the presence of medial 

astigmatism, rotation occurs in the a > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil without any 

net rotation over the entire pupil. In the case of coma Y, rotation occurs for scanning 

both amplitude and phase gratings. The reason for this is that the cosine function 
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FIGURE 7.1. The detector patterns for scanning a one-dimensional 
phase grating. The depth of the grooves is A/8. The detector pat
terns are arranged in rows according to the aberrations introduced 
in the illumination pupil and arranged in columns according to the 
scan position along the grating. The amount of aberration is one A 
in each case. 
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FIGURE 7.2. The detector patterns for scanning a one-dimensional 
amplitude grating. The detector patterns are arranged in rows 
according to the aberrations introduced in the illumination pupil 
and arranged in columns according to the scan position along the 
grating. The amount of aberration is one A in each case. 
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P 

L. 

FIGURE 7.3. The phase distribution 
ia the illumination pupil for lA medial 
astigmatism. The phase has a diagonal 
distribution. 

of the shearing interferogram is even, resulting in the same variation of irradiance 

between the a > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil. However, in the case of coma 

Y, the phase function due to coma Y is odd, resulting in phase polarity between the 

q: > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil. 

Therefore, in the case of coma Y and medial astigmatism there is a contribution to 

iqpD that arises from the rotational modulation of the fringes in the detector pattern. 

In the case of spherical aberration, there is a contribution to irpp-

When scanning a phase grating there is little change to icA over the entire pupil 

due to scanning or aberration. Therefore, irpp, iqpD cind iRpp better describe the 

detector pattern modulation for phase gratings. For amplitude gratings, like a Ronchi 

ruling, there is a variation of the optical power reflected from the grating due to 

changing reflectivity of the grating. Therefore, ICA ^ well as ITPP, IQPD and IRPP 

can be used to describe detector pattern modulation for an amplitude grating. 

There is modulation loss from the detector pattern in the presence of aberra

tions. The loss of modulation results from the non-uniform change in irradiance in 

the regions where the dbl orders overlap the 0 order. Modulation loss is greatest 
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FIGURE 7.4. (a) The ITPP signal from scanning a phase grating 
with A/8 groove depth for the aberrations shown, (b) The icA 
signal for scanning a one-dimensional amplitude grating for the 
aberrations shown. 
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FIGURE 7.5. IQPD for (a) scanning the phase grating at A/8 groove 
depth and (b) the amplitude grating. 
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for astigmatism X, coma X and medial astigmatism for both phase and amplitude 

gratings. The loss of modulation for scanning the phase grating due to medial astig

matism, astigmatism X and coma X can be seen explicitly from irpp in Fig. 7.4(a). 

The effect of astigmatism X, coma X and medial astigmatism for scanning an am

plitude grating is seen explicitly from icA in Fig. 7.4(b). These aberrations cause 

the greatest amounts of fringe redistribution in the pupil, which seen in Figs. 7.1 

and 7.2. Figure 7.5 shows the IQPD contributions for scanning a phase grating 7.5(a) 

and amplitude grating 7.5(b) in the presence of lA medial astigmatism and coma 

Y. When scanning the phase grating in the presence of medial astigmatism with A/8 

groove depth, IQPD has approximately 10 times the amplitude compared to IQPD 

when scanning the amplitude grating in the presence of coma Y. From Fig. 7.1 there 

is no contribution to IQPD due to coma X. The rotational modulation in the presence 

of the medial astigmatism dominates the IQPD signal contribution. 

The least loss in modulation occurs for astigmatism K, which is perpendicular to 

the scan direction. In this case there is very little redistribution of the fringes, which 

results in small loss of modulation power. 

The loss in modulation due to aberration for scanning a phase grating arises from 

the non-uniformity of the irradiance change in the regions of the pupil where the 

diffraction orders of different number overlap. 

When scanning an amplitude grating there is loss of modulation from aberrations 

due to the redistribution of fringes in the collection pupil as well as loss from decrease 

of the focused spot peak amplitude. When scanning amplitude gratings in the ideal 

case, there is zero ixpp contribution due to symmetric modulation of the detector 

pattern between the a > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil. Therefore, in order to 

understand how the loss of irradiance modulation in the presence of aberration occurs 

the variation of the icA signal is the most appropriate behavior metric. 

For scanning an amplitude grating the effect of the spherical aberration and astig

matism Y has the least effect on icA-
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For scanning the amplitude grating, only coma Y results in rotational modulation 

of the detector pattern. This seen from the detector patterns and iqpo signals in 

Figs. 7.2 and 7.5(b), respectively. Inspection of the detector patterns for scanning 

an amplitude grating in the presence of medial astigmatism show that the detector 

pattern in the a > 0 portion of the pupQ is the same as the pattern in the a < 0 

portion of the pupil. 

7.2 Two-dimensional Simulation Parameters 

In this Section, the effects of the primary aberrations on the detector patterns EBAseipi-, Pi 

EsMx{oi, 0: XQ) and XQ, Xq), which affect the four behavior metrics, are dis

cussed. The results of simulations are presented for the same media parameters as 

those in Chapter 6 

The simulation parameters are presented in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. The aberrations 

and their amounts are the same as those presented in Table 7.1. The amounts of 

aberration introduced are 0.25A, 0.5A and lA. 

7.3 Two-dimensional Simulation Results 

In this section, the modulation of the detector patterns for the different aberrations 

are described using sensitivity tables containing the relative sensitivity of behavior 

metrics introduced in Chapter 6. The relative sensitivity of the behavior metrics to 

each of the aberrations is described separately for each detector pattern. 

7.3.1 The BASE Detector Pattern 

The effects of aberrations on EBASE{<^T described in terms of the relative 

sensitivities of the behavior metrics to each aberration. The degree of sensitivity 

quoted in the sensitivity tables refer to the sensitivity bounds listed in Table 7.2. 

For example, the effect of lA spherical aberration on EsASEioi, P;xo) for Pattern B 
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TABLE 7.2. Sensitivity bounds for EBASEi<^, 

Loss 
{^ICA/ICA) 

Loss 
( AZVPP/ IRPP) 

Loss 
(Az/jpp/ IPPP) 

Insensitive <10% for lA. <10% for lA. 

Moderately Sensitive > 10% 
< 20% for lA. 

> 10% 
< 20% for lA. 

Sensitive > 20% 
40 > % for lA. 

> 20% 
40% for lA. Any contribution. 

Highly Sensitive > 40%. > 40%. Greater than 
the 

sensitive case. 

Media I results in 30% loss of ICA at 0 groove depth. That is, AICA = O.SZ'CA- This 

loss is measured in the plot of the icA modulating amplitudes versus groove depth for 

Media I and II in Fig. 7.6. The change in the amplitude of icA is small. Therefore, 

icA is insensitive to spherical aberration for both Media I and II. 

In the ideal case, there is no contribution to IQPD from EBASEipt, P; XQ). Therefore, 

any substantial iqpo contribution is considered sensitive. 

Spherical Aberration: For Media I there is a low sensitivity of icA to spherical aber

ration for Pattern A. For low frequency data patterns, like Pattern B, the sensitivity 

of icA to spherical aberration increases, irpp is changed little in the case of Pattern 

A whereas Pattern B experiences substantial change, resulting in high sensitivity. 

The sensitivity of irpp to spherical aberration for Pattern B decreases for increasing 
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FIGURE 7.6. The variation of the CA signal amplitude versus 
groove depth for the ideal case and for the amounts of spherical 
aberration indicated, (a) Media I. (b) Media II. 
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TABLE 7.3. EBASE{ct,P;xo) sensitivity to spherical aberration. 

Mark Pattern Media I 
(Write Dark) 

Media II 
(Write Bright) 

icA irpp icA irpp 

A (HF) Low. 
10% loss for lA 

aberration. 

Moderate. Low. 
Similar to 
Media I. 

Low. 

B (LF) Sensitive. 
25% loss for lA 

aberration 

High. Sensitive. High, much 
greater than Media I 

aberration. 

For Media II the modulation of EBASE((^I  is dominated by the fringe set 

represented by Eq. (4.39), which is rewritten in Eq. (7.3), 

EBASE{S^-> P'T XQ) O*' ^ ^ |^M^M+^I ('^-^) 
m fi  

X COS[27R//-^ — ARG[KM+FL\ + ARG[KJN]] 

Equation 7.3 is independent of groove depth, and dominates the modulation of EBASEi<^-, Pi^o) 

for Media II. The independence of EBASE{PLI to groove depth results in low 

sensitivity of irpp, as discussed in Chapter 6. However, the effect of the spherical 

aberration on the detector pattern results in a contribution to z'rpp, which increases 

the iTPP sensitivity. This is quite similar to the case where the one-dimensional am

plitude grating is scanned in the presence of spherical aberration. In the ideal case, 

the detector pattern obtained from scanning the one-dimensional amplitude grat

ing does not display any of the asymmetric modulations along a that leads to irpp 
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signal contributions. Similarly, the effect of the groove phase dependent fringes In 

EBASE{OC-, ^o) is reduced for Medium II. However, the effect of spherical aberration 

on the detector pattern results in a contribution to ITPP- For Media II, the sensitivity 

of irpp to spherical aberration for Pattern B is greater than Pattern A. For increas

ing spherical aberration irpp becomes more sensitive and increases. In the case of 

Media II Pattern B the irpp amplitude increases in direct proportion to the amount 

of spherical aberration. For more details please refer to Appendix B Section B.l. 

The sensitivity of icA for Media II Pattern A to spherical aberration is similar 

to Media I, which is low. icA for Pattern B is more sensitive to spherical aberration 

than Pattern B Media 1. 

TABLE 7.4. EBASE{<^-> sensitivity to Coma Y. 

Mfirk Pattern Media I 
(Write Dark) 

Media II 
(Write Bright) 

ICA IQPD ICA IQPD 

A (HF) High. 
40% loss for lA 

aberration. 

High. 
Most sensitive 

for 0.25A 
aberration 

High. 
Similar to 
Media I 

Moderate. 
Lower than 

Media 1. 

B (LF) High. 
50% loss for lA 

aberration 

High for 0.25A. 
aberration. Low 

for higher coma Y 

High. 
70% loss for 

lA aberration 

High for 
0.25A 

aberration 

Coma: In this Section, the effects of coma X on EBASE{OL, ^-.XQ) are discussed by 

describing the sensitivity of icA- irpp is insensitive to coma X. 

For high frequency data patterns, like Pattern A, icA is generally more sensitive 

to coma X than coma Y due to increased inter-symbol interference from the comatic 
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FIGURE 7.7. EBASsict^ P;£q) with lA coma Y for scanning Pattern 
A for the groove depths shown. 

flare of the focused spot along the data track. For low frequency data patterns, like 

Pattern B, ZCA is generally more sensitive to coma Y. This sensitivity is a result of 

there being less optical power over the on-track data marks because energy is spread 

out in the radial direction, as illustrated in Fig. 7.8. 

For Media II Pattern B, icA is highly sensitive to coma Y, because the amount 

of modulating power in the pupil is limited by the amoimt of light reflected from the 

data marks to the collection pupil from the bright marks. Increasing coma Y results in 

less optical power being reflected to the collection pupil, the effect of which makes icA 

more sensitive when scaiming Pattern B. Whereas the amount of modulating power in 

the pupil for Media I results from the interaction of the focused spot with the bright 

background and the dark marks. Therefore, the modulation of EBASE((>^-, P', ^o) is 

determined by three sets of fringes in for Media I and only one set for Media II. 

Hence, more modulation in the pupil results for Media I. Therefore, the sensitivity of 

icA for Pattern B Media II is greater than Pattern B Media I. 

The sensiti\ity of IQPO to coma Y arises from the odd phase functional dependence 

in the radial, which is the P direction, of the pupil combined with the linearly varying 

phase along the a direction. This results in a rotational modulation of the detector 

pattern as the marks are scanned. The resulting rotating fringes are seen in Fig. 7.7. 
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TABLE 7.5. EBASB{o^T^',^0) sensitivity to Coma X. 

Mark Pattern Media I 
(Write Dark) 

Media II 
(Write Bright) 

ICA ^CA 

A (HF) High. 
90% loss for lA 

aberration. 

High. 
Similar to coma Y. 

Less than Pattern A 

B (LF) High. 
Similar to coma Y. 

High. 
Less than coma Y. 

Astigmatism The quadratic phase for astigmatism X is along the direction of the 

pupil, which is the radial direction, and is even. Therefore iqpo is insensitive to 

astigmatism X for EBASE((^, I-TPP is also insensitive to astigmatism X. As 

with coma X, the effect of increased focused spot flare along the data marks results in 

increased inter-symbol interference, which reduces the modulating component of icA-

The effect is greater for astigmatism than coma, because astigmatism has a lower 

Strehl ratio than coma for a given amount of aberration [Bom and Wolf, 1993]. The 

effect of the inter-symbol interference for astigmatism X leads to greater sensitivity 

of z'cA, compared to astigmatism Y. Table 7.7 is the sensitivity table for astigmatism 

Y. 

icA is the most sensitive to medial astigmatism. This sensitivity results from the 

loss of optical power directly interacting with the on-track marks and inter-symbol 

interference. Medial astigmatism also results in rotating fringes as the marks are 

scanned. As described for the one-dimensional case, the medial astigmatic phase has 
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ComaX 
Media I 0.5X 

Coma Y 
Media 1 0.5A, 

FIGURE 7.8. The disk/spot interaction in the presence 
of 0.5A coma for Media I. The period of the marks is the 
inverse of the Abbe frequency. 

diagonal symmetry, which when combined with the linearly varying phase along the a 

direction of the pupil as the disk is scanned, results in rotational modulation. There

fore, medial astigmatism introduces ZQPD components. Table 7.8 is the sensitivity 

table for medial astigmatism. Figure 7.9 are detector patterns for scanning Pattern 

A Media I and II for 0.25A and lA medial astigmatism. There are a greater number 

of fringes in the pupil for I A of medial astigmatism on Media I, as seen from Fig. 

7.9(b). The increased number of fringes results in a smaller contribution to ZQPD, 

which is why the sensitivity of ZQPD to increasing amounts of medial astigmatism 

decreases. 

7.3.2 The SMX Detector Pattern 

The bounds for the ESMX{C^: sensitivity tables are given in Table 7.9. As de

scribed in Chapter 6, ESMX{CCI ^O) is made up of rotational and radial components 

that are quantified by the IQPD and IRPP signals, respectively. The behavior metrics 

given are icA, iitpp and iqpD- Since in the ideal case there are contributions to each 

of the behavior metrics the sensitivities described are with respect to changes from 



(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

FIGURE 7.9. EBASE{OCIwith medial astigmatism at A/8 
groove depth, (a) Media I 0.25A medial astigmatism scanning Pat
tern A- (b) Media I lA medial astigmatism scanning Pattern A. (c) 
Media II 0.25A medial astigmatism scanning Pattern B. (d) Media 
II 0.5A medial astigmatism scanning Pattern B. 
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TABLE 7.6. EBAsei'^, Pi ̂ o) sensitivity to astigmatism X. 

Mark Pattern Media I 
Write Dark 

Media II 
Write Bright 

icA icA 

A (HF) High. 
Similar to coma X. 

aberration. 

High. 
Greater than coma X. 

Similar to Media I. 

B (LF) High. 
Greater than coma X. 

High. 
Similar to Media I. 

95 % loss for lA 

the values obtained with no aberration. 

'"^Spherical Aberration Ta,ble 7.10 is the sensitivity table of ESMX(.<^J Pi ^o) spherical 

aberration. The sensitivity of Z'CA to spherical aberration is slightly higher than 

EBASE{OL, /?; io). For Pattern A, IQPD and IRPP are insensitive to spherical aberration. 

iqpD is insensitive because the +1 and —1 diffraction orders do not overlap in the 

pupil, which results in large ZQPO signals for the ideal case. The distribution of the +1 

and -1 diffiraction orders also results in being insensitive to spherical aberration. 

For Pattern B, the +1 and -1 diffraction orders overlap on the pupil. In the ideal 

case, the rotational modulation of the phases are decreased because of this overlap. In 

the case where there is spherical aberration, this results in ic^po being more sensitive 

for Pattern B than for Pattern A. In the case of Media I the magnitude of iQPo 

remains unchanged, while the groove depth for minimum ZQPD shifts from A/6 grove 

depth to A/20 for lA of spherical aberration. The amplitude of ijtpp decreases slightly 
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TABLE 7.7. EBASE{P^-, P'-,3:Q) sensitivity to astigmatism Y. 

Mark Pattern Media I 
(Write Dark) 

Media II 
(Write Bright) 

icA icA 

A (HF) High. 
Less than coma X. 
More than coma F. 

Less than astigmatism X 

High-
More than coma X and Media 1. 

Less than astigmatism X. 

B (LF) High. 
Greater than coma X. 

Less than astigmatism X. 

High. 
Similar to Media 1. 

over the range of groove depths, compared to the ideal case. For Media II the iapp 

and iQPD signal amplitudes increase with spherical aberration. The modulation of 

EsMx{oi,P',io) becomes more radial for groove depths shallower than A/8. 

Coma As described in Chapter 6, the phase introduced into the radial direction of 

the pupil results in high sensitivity of IQPD to coma Y for ESMX{OL, ̂ \X'Q). The 

relative position of the focused spot and oif-track marks also affects the sensiti-vity of 

icAi iopp and Iqpd to coma Y. Figure 7.10 is a schematic of the relative spot/mark 

positions. From Fig. 7.10 the irradiance of the spot on the off-track marks is different 

for positions 1 and 2. For radial position 1, the amplitude of the spot/off-track 

interaction decreases with increasing coma Y. For radial position 2, the amplitude 

of the spot/off-track interaction increases with increasing coma Y. Table 7.11 is the 

sensitivity table for coma Y corresponding to radial position 1 and Table 7.12 is the 
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TABLE 7.8. EBASSICT, P-,XQ) sensitivity to medial astigmatism. 

Mark Pattern Medial 
(Write Dark) 

Media II 
(Write Bright) 

icA iqPD icA iQPD 

A (HF) High. 
Greatest 

sensitivity. 

Moderate. 
Most sensitive 

for 0.25A 
aberration 

High. 
Greatest 

sensitivity. 

Moderate. 
Most sensitive 

to small, 
aberrations 

B (LF) High. 
Greatest 

sensitivity 

High. 
More than coma Y. 

High. 
Greatest 

sensitivity. 

Low. 

sensitivity table for coma Y corresponding to radial position 2. 

Generally, the rotational and radial modulation of ESMX{.OC., ^-^XQ) changes more 

in the presence of coma Y for Pattern B. This results from the overlap of the -1 and 

4-1 diffiraction orders in the pupil that does not occur in the case of Pattern A. Pattern 

A is relatively insensitive to coma Y. Therefore Z'APP and ZQPD are more sensitive to 

aberration for Pattern B compared to Pattern A. 

For coma X, there is higher sensitivity of z'CA compared to spherical aberration. 

However the the zqpo and i/tpp signals are insensitive to coma X. 

Astigmatism The sensitivity of icA to astigmatism X for Pattern A is high. This is 

a result of the large amount of inter-symbol interference and the large spread of the 

focused spot in the tangential direction of the disk. For a given amount of aberration 

the spread of the astigmatic spot is greater than for coma. Astigmatism Y results 

in increasing amplitude of Z'CA for increasing aberration up to 0.5A, because of the 
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TABLE 7.9. Sensitivity bounds for EsMxjo^-, 

Loss 
(Aica/^CA) 

Loss 
{^iRPp/iRPp) 

Loss 
{AiQPo/iQPD) 

Insensitive < 10% for lA. < 10% for lA. < 10% for lA. 

Moderately Sensitive > 10% 
< 20% for lA. 

> 10% 
< 20% for lA. 

> 10% 
< 20% for lA. 

Sensitive > 20% 
< 40% for lA. 

> 20% 
< 40% for lA. 

> 20% 
< 40% for lA. 

Highly Sensitive Greater than 40%. Greater than 40%. Greater than 40%. 

increased focused spot/off-track interaction. icA has the most sensitivity for Pattern 

A iS^he presence of medial astigmatism. 

For more discussion of EsMx{ct, sensitivity to coma Y and astigmtism, 

please refer to Sections B.2 and B.3, respectively in Appendix B. 

7.3.3 The IMX Detector Pattern 

As described in Chapter 6, EiMx{oi, xq, XQ) is the result of the on-track fields inter

fering with the off-track fields. Therefore, EiMxi^c-, is the result of interfer

ence without any background irradiance terms that are present in the EBASE{.<^, /3; :ro) 

and EsMxicx, P]3:Q) detector patterns. The absence of any background terms affects 

the behavior metrics with changing groove depth by decentering modulation of the 

detector pattern. For example, the variation of icA^ ^rpp and igpo w'ith groove 

depth in Fig. 6.17 is a result of shifting fringes in the pupil along /3 in the pupil. 
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TABLE 7.10. Esmx{o^, P'lS^o) sensitivity to spherical aberration. 

Mark Pattern Media I 
(Write Dark) 

Media II 
(Write Bright) 

icA iRPP iqpD icA iRPP iqPD 

A Low Low Low Low Low Low 

B Low Moderate High Low High High 

The two data patterns investigated are Pattern A and Pattern C. Pattern C has 

high frequency on-track marks combined with low frequency ofF-track marks. Note 

that EiMx{oi, I3-,XQ, Xq) is the same for Media I and Media 11. Table 7.14 displays the 

sensitivity bounds for PjXo,XQ). 

Figure 7.11 contains P', XQ, X'Q) at A/20 groove depth for Pattern C in the 

presence of lA aberration. The aberration types are indicated in the figure. From 

visual inspection of the detector patterns, it can be seen that Ei[^[x{oc, P;XQ,X'q) is 

least sensitive to coma Y and coma X and most sensitive to astigmatism X and medial 

astigmatism. 

Spherical Aberration Table 7.15 is the sensitivity table for spherical aberration. . 

Spherical aberration has a low to moderate effect on icA-, with a 26 % loss for 1 A of 

aberration. icA for Pattern C is more sensitive to spherical aberration than ica for 

Pattern A. The main effect of spherical aberration on EIMX{OC, P) is to redistribute 

the fringes in the pupil, which results in higher sensitivity of iqpo compared to iRPp. 

Coma: icA is more sensitive to coma X compared to spherical aberration or coma 

Y because of the increased inter-symbol interference that decreases the amplitude of 
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Y Disk Position (tun) 

position 1 position 2 

FIGURE 7.10. The off-track/spot interaction for 
two radial positions. Position 1 and position 2. 
There is 0.5A coma Y. 

icA- The redistribution of the fringes due to coma X has less of an effect on iupp and 

iQPD than the redistribution due to spherical aberration. Therefore, the sensitivities 

of iRpp and iqpD to coma X are less compared to spherical aberration. 

As discussed in the case of EsMxi<^, P)i the sensitivity of the behavior metrics to 

the coma Y is dependent on the relative spot/off-track interaction, which is illustrated 

in Fig 7.10. Table 7.16 is the sensitivity table for coma Y corresponding to radial 

spot position 2. 

Table 7.17 in the sensitivity table for coma Y corresponding to radial spot position 

1. 

The most drastic change occurs in the change in sensitivity of iqpo for Pattern 

A. The increased off-track/spot interaction results in a drastic increase of iqpo- The 

increase in sensitivity is due an increase in the rotational modulation of EIMX{OLI P) 

for radial spot position 2. Figure 7.12 shows the variation of the phase profile along 

/3 in the pupil in the presence of coma aberration for position 1 and position 2. For 
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Ideal 

Spherical 

Coma X 

Coma Y 

Asti X 

AstI Y 

Asti M 

FIGURE 7.11. Eruxia, P-,XQ]XQ) at A/20 groove depth 
in the presence of lA aberration for the aberration types 
shown. 
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TABLE 7.11. sensitivity to coma Y for radial position 1. 

Mark Pattern Media I 
(Write Dark) 

Media II 
(Write Bright) 

ICA IRPP IQPD ICA IRPP IQPD 

A High Moderate, 
less than 

pos 2. 

Moderate, 
less than 

pos 2. 

High Moderate, 
less than 

pos 2-

Low 

B Very High Very High High Very High Very High High 

position 2 there is a greater variation of phase along /?, compared to position 1. This 

increased phase variation along /3 combined with a linearly varying phase along a. 

result in increased rotational modulation of P) with relatively little change 

in iupp-

Astigmatism Table 7.18 is the sensitivity table of E[MX{.OL, P) to astigmatism X. 

From Fig. 7.11, astigmatism X results in a large amount of fringe redistribution, 

more than coma and astigmatism Y. The result is high sensitivity of icA due to a 

large amount of inter-symbol interference as well as high sensitivity of iRpp and IQPD-

Table 7.19 is the sensitivity table of EiMxict, P) to astigmatism Y. The sensitivity 

of icA to astigmatism Y is less than the icA sensitivity to astigmatism X, because of 

the decreased inter-symbol interference compared to astigmatism X. 

Table 7.20 is the sensitivity table for medial astigmatism. From Fig. 7.11 it can 

be seen that the effect of medial astigmatism is a large amount fringe redistribution 

in the pupil. The effect of the fringe redistribution results in high sensitivity of the 

behavior metrics to medial astigmatism. 
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TABLE 7.12. ESMX{<^-, sensitivity to coma Y radial position 2. 

Meirk Pattern Media I 
(Write Dark) 

Media II 
(Write Bright) 

icA iRPP iqpD icA iRPP iqPD 

A High Moderate Moderate High Moderate High 

B High Moderate/High High High Moderate/High High 

7.3.4 Summary 

The most significant effect of aberration on the detector patterns is the redistribution 

of the fringes in the pupil, which affects the behavior metrics. This conclusion is 

demonstrated for both the one-dimensional phase and amplitude gratings, as well as 

scanning two-dimensional mark structures. For example, the effect of medial astigma

tism is to introduce rotationally modulating fringes when scanning one-dimensional 

phase gratings. 

For scanning two-dimensional marks, the behavior metrics are most sensitive to 

medial astigmatism. In the case of -EBASECQ:, /5) and EsMx{ct, /?), medial astigmatism 

results in increased inter-symbol interference, which results in high sensitivity of icA-

In the case of EIMX{O:, /3), medial astigmatism causes the redistribution of fringes in 

the pupil, which results in less sensitivity of the behavior metrics to the groove phase 

0G-

Coma Y introduces an odd phase functional in the j3 direction of the pupil that 

causes rotationally modulating fringes for EBASE{<^I P)- The rotational modulation 

of the fringes creates non-zero iqpo where there is none in the ideal case. For 
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TABLE 7.13. ESMX{<^-, sensitivity to medial astigmatism. 

Mark Pattern Media I 
(Write Dark) 

Media II 
(Write Bright) 

icA iRPP iqpD icA iRPP iqpD 

A Very High. High. High. High. High. Very High. 

B High. High. Very High. High. High. High. 

ESMX{OC, P), the relative position of the focused spot to the off-track marks results 

in slightly different sensitivities of the behavior metrics. The difference in sensitivity-

is greatest between Pattern A and Pattern B. Generally, the behavior metrics for 

Pattern B at radial position 1 are more sensitive. For the EiMxifii-, detector pat

tern for Pattern A, the IQPD behavior metric is highly sensitive to the relative radial 

position of the focused spot. The greatest sensitivity occurs for radial spot position 

1. 

The lowest sensitivities of the behavior metrics occur for EBASB(<^, /?) and ESMX{OC, /9) 

in the presence of spherical aberration with Pattern A. Also the performance metrics 

are least sensitive for EsMxioi, P) and B[mx{oc, P) in. the presence of coma Y for 

radial spot position 2. 
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TABLE 7.14. Sensitivity bounds table for ErM:x{ct,P',3:o,S:o)-

TCA TRPP I-QPD 

Insensitive 10% for lA. 10% for lA. 10% for lA. 

Moderately Sensitive 20% for lA. 20% for lA. 20% for lA. 

Sensitive 40% for lA. 40% for lA. 40% for lA. 

Highly Sensitive Greater than 40%. Greater than 40%. Greater than 40%. 

TABLE 7.15. sensitivity to spherical aberration. 

Msirk Pattern icA i-RPP iqpD 

A Low- Low High 

C Moderate Moderate High 

TABLE 7.16. P:^o-,^o) sensitivity to coma Y for spot position 2. 

Mark Pattern icA i-RPP iQPD 

A Moderate Low- Very High 

C Moderate Moderate High 
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TABLE 7.17. ErMxjct, P,S:q,x'Q) sensitivity to coma Y for spot position 1. 

Mark Pattern icA iupp iQPD 

A Moderate Moderate Low 

C Moderate/High Moderate High 

No tilt 
Position 2 

— Position 1 

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 
Pupil Dn Cosine 

FIGURE 7.12. The off-track/spot interaction for 
two radial positions. Position 1 and position 2. 
There is 0.5A coma Y. 

TABLE 7.18. P',S:O,X'Q) sensitivity to astigmatism X. 

Mark Pattern icA iRPP iqpD 

A High High High 

C High High High 
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TABLE 7.19. ^o) sensitivity to astigmatism Y. 

Mark Pattern icA iRPP iQPD 

A Moderate High High 

C Moderate High High 

TABLE 7.20. EIMX{O^, sensitivity to medial astigmatism. 

Mark Pattern icA iRPP iqpD 

A Very High Very High Very High 

C Very High Very High Very High 
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Chapter 8 

CONCLUSIONS, SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 Summary 

The requirement for higher disk capacity results in decreasing data track pitches. The 

ratio R of spot size s to track pitch p is a useful metric to estimate the amount of 

crosstalk in the readout channel. As the data track pitch decreases the amount of 

crosstalk in the readout charmel and R increases. For example, the XTRSMX ratios 

for a DVD-RAM type (R = 1.35) medium, which has a track pitch of 0.8/im, and the 

high-density DVD-RAM type medium (R = 2.16), which has a track pitch of 0.5/im, 

at zero groove depth are —45dB and —lAdB, respectively. 

To quantify crosstalk, the crosstalk ratio XTR of the r.m.s crosstalk signal power 

and the jitter Ax introduced by the crosstalk signal are measured. Jitter is the more 

substantial measurement. The net eflfects of adjacent track shift ATS and all the 

crosstalk components are included in the jitter measurement. Whereas, quantifying 

crosstalk purely in terms of XTR requires many measurements. 

A linear decomposition of the field reflected from the optical disk by Babinet's 

principle allows the independent detector signals ieASBif)-, ^SMxif) a-nd to 

be formed, IIMX is conventionally un-accoimted for. For disk formats with R greater 

than 1.5, Ax introduced by both. isMx{t) aJid iiMx{t) exceeds 1%, where Ax of 1% 

is border line tolerable. 

The linear decomposition of the field reflected from the optical disk also allows the 

formation of the detector patterns in the pupil to be heuristically described as a col

lection of fringes in a three beam interferometer. Three detector patterns are formed. 

T h e s e  a r e  E B A S E { O L ,  E S M X { O C ,  ̂ ] X ' Q )  a n d  E r M x i a ,  ̂ ; X Q , X Q ) .  E B A S E { O ^ ,  P \ X Q )  

and EsMx{oi, are the irradiances resulting from the combinations of the on-
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track and background fields and the off-track and background fields, respectively. 

Eruxici, P', ^0, S:Q) is the irradiance that results from the interference of the on-track 

and off-track fields. 

The detector patterns resulting from scanning one-dimensional phase and ampli

tude gratings along the grating vector provide insight into the modulation of detector 

patterns resulting from scanning two-dimensional disk structures. 

In the ideal case, that is in the absence of aberrations, scanning phase gratings 

results in the redistribution of irradiance into fringes over the pupil. The net power 

variation in the pupil is unchanged. That is, the central aperture signal icA is not used 

to quantify irradiance modulation for scanning phase gratings. The redistribution of 

irradiance into fringes results in the synchronization of the irradiajice modulation 

between the a > 0 and o: < 0 portions of the pupU. The symmetry of the sjm-

chronization is quantified by the tangential push-pull signal ITPP- The amplitude of 

irpp is maximum at A/8 groove depth. Therefore, irpp best quantifies irradiance 

modulation while scanning phase gratings. 

Scanning amplitude gratings in the ideal case also results in redistribution of 

irradiance into fringes over the pupil. However, there is a variation of power as the 

grating is scanned. The variation in power occurs as a result of the variation of 

the reflected spot amplitude. There is no difference in the synchronization of fringes 

between the a: > 0 and a < 0 portions of the pupil. 

For scanning two-dimensional marks on a grooved background, the media pa

rameters affect the behavior of the detector patterns. For "write-dark" Media I 

(rjvf << r^), the modulation of the detector patterns is more sensitive to the groove 

phase depth of the background and the detector patterns behave in a manner most 

similar to the detector patterns resulting from scanning one-dimensional phase grat

ings. That is, the synchronization of the irradiance modulation in different portions 

of the pupil is affected by the groove depth. For "write-bright" Media II {TM » r^,), 

the detector patterns are insensitive to the variation of groove depth and in this 
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sense behave in a manner similar to the detector patterns resulting from scanning 

one-dimensional amplitude gratings. That is, the synchronization of the irradiance 

modulation in different portions of the pupil are insensitive to the variation of groove 

depth. 

The fringes in EBASEipti ^'-,^0) modulate along a. in the pupil as the marks are 

scanned. The modulation along a results from the linear variation of phase along 

OL as the marks axe scanned. For Media I the amplitude of icA varies as a function 

of the groove depth, where the maximiim amplitude occurs at 0 groove depth, ZTPP 

also varies as a function of groove depth, where the maximum amplitude occurs at 

A/8. For Media II there is little variation of icA and the peak amplitude of irpp is 

approximately a factor of 30 smaller compared to Media I. 

The fringes in ESMX{OL, P; X'Q) have rotational and radial modulating components 

as the marks are scanned, which are quantified by iQPo and iRpp, respectively. The 

rotational modulation results from the combination of an orthogonal linear phase 

functional along ^ with a linearly varying phase along a in the pupil. The relative 

dominance of the rotational and radial components are determined by groove depth. 

For example, EsMx{oi, Media I has strong rotational components at 0 groove 

depth and strong radial components, with weak rotational components, at A/6 groove 

depth. For Media II the rotational and radial modulations are much smaller compared 

to Media I. The peak iqpo and iRPP amplitudes for Media I are approximately factor 

of 30 greater than Media II. 

The fringes in EiMxioi, XQ, X'q) have rotational components. Like Esmx{oc-, P', ̂ 0)5 

the rotational modulation results from the combination of an orthogonal linear phase 

functional along ^ with a linearly varying phase along a in the pupil. However, the 

rotational modulation of Eimx{cx, P', io, i'o) is fundamentally unaltered by the groove 

depth. The effect of the groove phase is to shift the fringes radially, along in the 

pupil. The shift of the fringes along P results in a change of the center of fringe rota

tion. UnUke EBASsioi, /?; io) and EsMxict, /?; x'q), Eimx{oc, P; XQ, Xq) does not contain 
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any components from the backgroimd and is the restilt of interference between on-

track and of-track fields. Therefore, EIMX{OL, /3-,XO, XQ) contains positive and negative 

contributions to irradiance. Therefore, for A/8 groove depth, EfMxioc, P;XQ,XQ) is 

radially symmetric in the pupil,which results in icA and iqpo having zero amplitude 

and IRPP having it's maximum amplitude. EIMXIOC, P; XQ, X'Q) is the same for Media 

I and 11. 

The effects of the aberrations are described by the sensitivity of the behavior 

metrics Z'CAJ ^VPP. iRPP and iqpo to spherical aberration, coma and astigmatism. 

The principal effect of the aberrations on the detector patterns is the redistribution 

of interference fringes from the ideal, which affects the behavior metrics. icA is 

insensitive to spherical aberration for the BASE and SMX detector patterns, IRPP 

and tQPD are insensitive to coma X for the SiVIX detector pattern. icA and iqpo 

are insensitive to coma Y when the relative position of the off-track marks and the 

focused spot are in position 2, which is illustrated in Fig. 7.10. 

The detector patterns provide a complete understanding of the detection process 

in data storage. 

8.2 Future Work 

A potentially exciting area for future research is the design of single beam crosstalk 

cancellation schemes based on filtering and segmentation of the exit pupil. 

Several authors have demonstrated cancellation under experimental conditions 

with a degree of success. However, apart from the work connected with this disserta

tion, there appears to be little imderstanding of the behavior of the detector patterns 

and how they affect crosstalk. A statistically based study of the detector patterns, 

combined with a minimum-mean square error of the detector segmentation in the exit 

pupil for optimum detection of each of the detector patterns, I believe, is a neces

sary area of investigation. From the statistics of the detector patterns, which can be 
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used to define object classes in a manner similar to Paxman [Paxman et al., 1985], an 

alignment of the subspace vectors associated with the object class and the detector 

could be investigated. This would probably be a fairly advanced portion of the re

search. At any rate even an introductory study of the problem would probably yield 

important firuits. 

Other areas of research are on the more academic side, dealing with wave prop

agation and scanning system issues. With high density media track pitches on the 

order, and less, of the optical wavelength are being investigated. For such high den

sities the scalar diffraction models being used are likely to give increasing inaccurate 

results. Putting together a data storage detection model based on a vector diffrac

tion theory would be interesting. The Babinet decomposition of the disk is still 

valid, just another another level of complexity in interfering the Babinet fields in the 

pupil, taking into account the polarization, is needed. Finally, a potentially exciting 

area of research could be the formation of the Hopkins C-function, also known as 

the Hopkins Frequency Response Function [Marathay, 1982] for microscopes,taking 

into account the polarization of the light fields for sources of varying coherence. Mil-

ster [Milster et al., 1999] and Flagello [Flagello et al., 1996] have provided a thorough 

introduction into this kind of problem for a coherent source. 
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Appendix A 

A.l The Effects of Spherical Aberration on the One-dimensional 
Amplitude Grating Detector Patterns 

The pupil fields that for scanning a one-dimensional amplitude grating, for example 

a Ronhi ruling, are given by 

OcoLL{a,^) = -re ^ exp [-27rm [ ^ exp [27riT'7(Q;, 5 - ̂ )]. 

(A.l) 

Y is the period of the grating, normalized by the wavelength, and yo is the scan 

position along the grating. In the case where there is no aberration W{oi,p) = 0 

and the modulation of the resulting detector pattern in the pupil is symmetric along 

P, as discussed in Chapter 6. However, some aberrations do affect the symmetry of 

the modulation along For example, spherical aberration. Figure A.l are profile 

plots of the phases and irradiances along ,5 in the pupil for scanning a Ronchi ruling 

in the presence of lA aberration. The period of the grating is the inverse of the 

Abbe frequency, which is the same frequency as Pattern A. Figure A.2 are plots of 

the phases and irradiances along /3 in the pupil for scanning a Ronchi ruling in the 

presence of lA aberration. The period of the grating is the inverse of half the Abbe 

jfrequency, which is the same frequency as Pattern B. The spherical aberration term 

is represented by the Zemike polynomial form. For scan positions 1, 2, 3 and 4 along 

the grating period, the effect of the spherical aberration on the phase and irradiance 

in the pupil is shown. From these plots the effects of the spherical aberration can 

be seen. The most noticeable is the loss of symmetry between the ^ > 0 and ^ < Q 

portions of the pupil for the phase and irradiance. This has the result of introducing 
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FIGURE A.L. For scanning a Ronchi niling, (a) the calcu
lated phase profile of the field in the collection pupil in the 
presence of lA spherical aberration, and (b) the calculated ir-
radiance distribution in the collection pupil in the presence of 
lA spherical aberration. The 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to scan 
positions 1, 2, 3 and 4 along the period of the Ronci ruling 
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FIGURE A.2. For scanning a Ronchi ruling that has the same 
grating frequency as Pattern B, (a) the calculated phase pro
file of the field in the collection pupil in the presence of lA 
spherical aberration, and (b) the calculated irradiance distri
bution in the collection pupil in the presence of lA spherical 
aberration. The 1, 2, 3 and 4 correspond to scan positions 1, 
2, 3 and 4 along the period of the Ronci ruHng 
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ixpp signals from the quadrant detector. 

A.2 Analytical Evaluation of Pupil Field for Off-track Scan
ning in the Presence of Aberration 

Analysis of the effects of the primary aberrations on ESMX(OC, P) can be described 

using a simple model of the optical disk. The marks on the disk can be represented 

as being infinitely thin in the radial direction with a finite extent along the tangential 

direction. Mathematically this is represented as 

UoFF{S:,y) — -Ar exp [i(j)G\ 2Z ^ ] *5{y- yo) OorsKi^i y)-

(A.2) 

The resulting pupil field is 

OOFF{O:, P) = 
1 -y — TTt 
-Ar exp [i<t)G] 22, - 27riPyo] • 0[LL{o^ - 7^, P) 

(A.3) 

In the presence of aberrations the field in the collection pupil is modified by the phase 

function W{a,P) representing the aberration. Therefore, the field in the collection 

pupil is of the form 

1 x' 
OoFF{a,j3) = -Ar exp [Z> g ]  > ;  S m  e x p  [ - 2 7 r z m ^ ]  ( A . 4 )  

m 
__ 

exp [-27ri/?yo] * 0[ll{ol - ) exp [2-KiW{oL - p)\. 
J. T P 

In the case where the pupils of the data storage system are circular the evaluation Eq. 

(A.5) is not trivial. However, for insight the case where the pupils are rectangular can 

be considered quite simply. The rectangular pupils allow Eq. (A.5) to be represented 
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as two separable functions in a. and yS. Therefore, 

OoFF{ct,p) = -Ar exp [i4>G\ Sm exp [-27r2m^] (A.5) 
m 

— 777 77? 
exp [2%iW{a - ̂ )] 

exp [-2-Ki^yo] * OillW) exp [27riW(/?)]. 

In the limit that the aberrations experienced axe small the aberration phase function 

can be represented as, 

exp [27:iW{P)] 55; 1 + 2iriW{P). (-"^-6) 

W{P) is generally a linear combination of polynomials of the sort, 

W{/3) = r  p ]  4 r P 1  
NA_ NA_ 

(A.7) 

Therefore evaluation of the convolution in Eq. A.6 with a polynomial requires the 

following kind of integral to be evaluated, 

/

OO 
exp [-27ri{/3 - P')yQ]d/3', (A.8) 

•OO 

which can be re-written as, 

/

OO 

P"^Oill{I3) exp [27rz/3'yo]rf/?'. (A.9) 
-OO 

Equation A.9 has the appearance of a Fourier transform integral and can be evaluated 

by use of the moments theorem of Fourier transforms [Papoulis, 1962]. Consider the 

definition of the Fourier transform, 

/

OO 

Fip) exp [-27rz/Sy]d/3, (A.IO) 
•OO 

differentiating both sides n times results in the following, 

dy^ 
= f {—27riP)"'F{P) exp [—2TriPy]dp. (A-ll) 

J —CO 
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Therefore, 

1 ''"fW) 
rFW, (A.12) 

(—27rz)" dy"-

which is an efficient mathematical technique that can be used to analytically evaluate 

the effects of aberrations on the detector patterns for off-track scanning. 
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Appendix B 

B.l The BASE Detector Pattern Sensitivity to Spherical 
Aberration 

The sensitivity of ITPP to spherical aberration for Media II Pattern B increases in 

direct proportion to the amount of spherical aberration. The increased sensitivity 

occurs because the spherical aberration has a different functional form of, 

Arg[Km] - Arg[Km+n], (B.l) 

compared to the ideal case. In the ideal case, Eq. (B.l) varies linearly along the a 

direction of the pupil as the marks on the disk are scanned. As discussed in Chapter 

4, the variation of the pupil irradiance is described by a fringe whose functional 

behavior is a cosine function. The cosine function is even, therefore in the absence 

of grooves and in the ideal case, the variation of the detector pattern in the a > 0 

and a < 0 portions of the pupil are the same. Spherical aberration introduces a 

non-linear phase profile along a, which results in the detector pattern in the Q > 0 

and Q: < 0 portions of the pupil varying differently as the marks are scanned. For a 

simple case of scanning an amplitude grating in the presence of spherical aberration, 

this is described in Appendix A.l. The non-linear phase profile along a results in 

higher ITPP sensitivity. The greater the amount of spherical aberration the steeper 

the non-linear phase profile along a, which results in greater sensitivity of ZTPP- This 

effect is enhanced for low frequency high reflectance data patterns written on a dark 

background. 
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B.2 The SMX Detector Pattern Sensitivity to Coma 

For position 2 Media I Pattern A, the relative radial and rotational modulation in 

the pupQ is essentially unchanged by aberration. The amplitude of icA increases 

for increasing aberration up to 0.7A. For Pattern B, the modulation becomes more 

rotational with increasing aberration. Therefore, the sensitivity of IQPD to coma Y 

increases for increasing aberration. icA in the presence of aberration is greater than 

icA for the ideal case for aberration up to and including lA coma Y. For Media II 

Pattern A, the modulation remains relatively unchanged by aberration. For Pattern 

B, as the aberration increases the IQPD amplitude decreases for deeper grooves. That 

is, EsMxict, P;X'Q) has almost total radial modulation at A/8 groove depth for 0.25A 

aberration and is almost totally radial at A/5 groove depth for lA aberration. 

For position 1 Pattern A Media I, the relative modulation remains unchanged 

by the aberration. There is an overall decrease in the total modulation in the pupil 

for increasing aberration, which is reflected in the sensitivity of icA to coma Y for 

position 1. For Media II Pattern A, there little change in the relative modulation of 

the detector pattern in the pupil. However there is a decrease in the total modulation 

of the pupil, which is reflected in the sensitivity of icA to coma Y for Media 11. The 

sensitivity of icA for Media II is less than Media I. 

For position 1 Media I Pattern B, the modulation in the pupil is strongly radial 

for 0.25A aberration and becomes more rotational for increasing aberration. For 

Pattern A, the modulation remains relatively unchanged compared to Pattern B 

and Pattern A Media I position 2. For Media II Pattern B, the modulation of the 

detector pattern is totally rotational for 0 groove depth. The rotational modulation 

increases for increasing aberration for groove depths less than A/8. The magnitude of 

IRPP decreases for increasing aberration. Therefore, compared to ZRPP, IQPD is more 

sensitive to coma Y for groove depths less than A/6. 

icA is more sensitive to coma Y for radial position 1. This is due to the rela
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tively low spot/mark interaction for 0.25A coma Y and higher. The ZQPD amplitudes 

for radial position 2 increase for increasing aberration, up to lA coma Y for Pat

tern B Media I. Whereas for radial position 1 the IQPD amplitudes only increase for 

aberrations of 0.7A and greater. 

B.3 The SMX Detector Pattern Sensitivity to Astigmatism 

For Pattern A Media I, ZQPD is highly sensitive to astigmatism X. There is more than 

a 75% loss in the amplitude of iqpo for astigmatism X 0.5A and greater.. This is 

different to the effect of coma Y on the detector pattern because iqpo has a much 

lower sensitivity to coma Y for Pattern A compared to astigmatism X. For Pattern B 

Media I, iqpo has a lower sensitivity to astigmatism X, compared to Pattern A. The 

effect of astigmatism X is to shift the groove depth of radial modulation from A/6 in 

the ideal case to a nominal groove depth of A/15 up to and including lA aberration. 

icA is highly sensitive. 

For Pattern A Media II, there is less sensitivity to astigmatism X compared to 

Media I. For astigmatism X greater than 0.25A the sensitivity of IQPD to astigmatism 

X is similar to Media 1. For Pattern B, iqpo dominates for groove depths deeper than 

A/8. 

For Media I Pattern A, the sensitivity of IQPD to astigmatism Y is similar to 

sensitivity of IQPD in the presence of astigmatism X for Media I Pattern B. The 

effect of astigmatism Y on Pattern A is to shift the position of minimum rotational 

modvilation from A/6 to A/4.5. At this groove depth the modulation of the detector 

pattern is almost totally radial. For Media I Pattern B, the modulation is almost 

totally rotational for all groove depths, except for A/4.5 groove depth. iRpp has a 

greater sensitivity to astigmatism Y compared to iqpo-

For Pattern A Media II, icA bas less sensitivity than Media 1. icA for Pattern 

B also has less sensitivity compared to Media I. IQPD for Pattern A has a lower 
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sensitivity compaxed to Media I. The change in IQPD only becomes significant for 

aberrations greater than 0.65A astigmatism Y. For Pattern B iqpo is comparable to 

the ideal for groove depths less than A/8. 

Medial astigmatism decreases the amplitude of Z'CA for groove depths up to A/6, 

however for A/6 there is a significant amount of modulation. Whereas in the ideal 

case there is very little modulation at A/6 groove depth. For 0.5A and less of medial 

astigmatism, the iqpo amplitude is increased over the groove depth range of A/10 < 

d < A/5. For Pattern B Media I, the overall modulation is decreased by more than 

80% of the ideal icA amplitude for lA medial astigmatism. For medial astigmatism 

greater than 0.5A iqpo has an amplitude that is close to the ideal peak iqpd amplitude 

at A/8 groove depth. While at 0 and A/4 groove depth there is very little iqpo-

For Media II, IQPD increases up to 0.5A medial astigmatism. For greater amounts 

astigmatism of astigmatism ICA is almost neglible. The sensitivity of IQPD for Media 

11 Pattern A is similar to that of Media I Pattern B. For groove depths less than 

A/8, the modulation is almost totally rotational and becomes more radial for deeper 

groove depths. For groove depths deeper than A/6 the modulation is almost totally 

rotational for Pattern B. While for groove depths shallower than A/6, the modulation 

is almost totally radial. 
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